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Abstract
LTE is the fastest growing cellular technology and is expected to increase its footprint in the coming years, as well as progress
towards LTE-A. The race among operators to deliver the expected quality of experience to their users is tight, and demands sophisticated
skills in network planning. Radio network dimensioning (RND) is an essential step in the process of network planning, and has been
used as a fast, but indicative, approximation of radio site count. RND is a pre-requisite to the lengthy process of thorough planning.
Moreover, results from RND are used by players in the industry, to estimate pre-planning costs of deploying and running anetwork;
thus, RND is, as well, a key tool in cellular business modelling. In this work, we present a tutorial on radio network dimensio ing,
focused on LTE/LTE-A, using an iterative approach to find a balanced design that mediates among the three design requirements:
coverage, capacity, and quality. This approach uses a statistic l link budget analysis methodology, which jointly accounts for small
and large scale fading in the channel, as well as loading due to traffic demand, in the interference calculation. A complete RND
manual is thus presented, which is of key importance to operators deploying or upgrading LTE/LTE-A networks for two reason . It is
purely analytical, hence it enables fast results, a prime factor in the race undertaken. Moreover, it captures essential variables affecting
network dimensions, and manages conflicting targets to ensur user quality of experience; another major criterion in the competition.
The described approach is compared to the traditional RND, using a commercial LTE network planning tool. The outcome furthe
dismisses the traditional RND for LTE, due to unjustified increase in number of radio sites and related cost, and motivates further
research in developing more effective and novel RND procedures.
Index Terms
Link budget analysis, iterative radio network dimensioning, cellular network planning, inter-cell interference stati tics, LTE/LTE-A
I. I NTRODUCTION
Cellular radio network planning in general, is the process of electing the minimum radio site positions, and corresponding
parameters and optional features to provide adequate service to all subscribers. Cellular technology is evolving, andnew cellular
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generations often require smaller cells. Nevertheless, incumbent operators prefer to reuse existing radio sites and fill the gap with
new sites. In this context, radio network planning concernsmaximising the number of reused radio sites and identifyingthe minimum
number and location of new radio sites [1]. In general, the thr e planning objectives: coverage, capacity and quality ofservice
(QoS) are often inter-dependent and interrelated; hence, they need to be addressed jointly. A radio network planning exercise is
limited to a given area (e.g., town, city, country, etc.); coverage targets refer to the percentage of the area covered, or the percentage
of population in the area covered. A point in the area is considered covered, if a user in this location is able to establisha reliable
voice or data session at the desired rate on both uplink and downlink directions. For instance, in 2013, London had 97.9% area
coverage and 99.7% population coverage; whereas Edinburghhad 77.3% and 98.2%, respectively [2]. Capacity targets maybe
defined as the number of active calls, data sessions, or totalthroughput per cell, depending on the cellular technology.Quality
targets reflect the users’ satisfaction, hence depend on thecellular technology considered. Blocking probability is ued for fixed
rate circuit switched access systems; user data rate is usedfor packet switched systems.
A dominant objective in RND is to minimise the cost of the network design, however there is an inherent trade-off, common to
all communication systems, that also exists between capacity, coverage and quality. In other words, for a given fixed cost, the RND
may be designed in a multitude of ways, whereby each design reflects a different level of trade-off between coverage, capaity
and quality. For example, for that cost, a cellular operatormay decide to have sporadic coverage of selected hot-spots with limited
coverage, controlled capacity, and high quality. Alternatively, for the same cost, another cellular operator may choose t maximise
its footprint at the expense of quality and/or capacity. Butthe problem can also be addressed from a different perspective; assuming
that the percentage of area (or population) covered is imposed by the spectrum licensing agreement, for instance, the RND may
be designed in various ways based on different trade-off equilibri ms. A minimum number of high power macro-cells with large
spectrum allocation may be deployed, thus limiting the deployment cost but potentially compromising quality of service due to
high inter-cell interference. Another option would be to increase number of macro-cells operating at less power, hencelimiting
the inter-cell interference, at the cost of higher expenditures. In this work we address these various trade-off and demonstrate
their importance by comparing the cost-related metrics of different designs; hence the trade-off between quality and cost is also
emphasized and central to the paper.
RND is the first step in radio planning, and is traditionally centred around the link budget analysis (LBA), a radio site count
estimating tool. The raw outcome of the LBA is the maximum allowed path loss. This is used with a propagation model, to estimate
the maximum cell coverage range, which is then used to estimate the minimum required radio site density. A cell, traditionally,
represents an area covered by one antenna such as a sector in asectored radio site. A radio site is the location of the radioaccess
equipment and antennas; in LTE it is the evolved Node B or eNB.LBA is enabled by some simplified assumptions concerning
heights, clutter types, and traffic distribution, as shown in Figure 2. The statistical propagation model used in LBA, does not include
terrain height effects, but, often has a slope and interceptvalue for each type of environment, otherwise referred to asclutter type
(e.g., urban, sub-urban, rural). Furthermore, the planning area is divided into few homogeneous and continuous subareas, that are
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Fig. 1. Radio network planning is an ongoing task that iterates between planning and optimisation. The RND process is an essential step in radio planning; it is
also the initial site count estimation tool.
depicted by one clutter type. Also, in the LBA phase, users are assumed identical and uniformly distributed within each subarea in
the network; thus, leading to uniform traffic distributionsand equally loaded base stations. This fairly simplified approach allows,
nevertheless, for a quick analysis and an indication of eNB count. The authors in [3] use conformal mapping to transform the actual
traffic distribution through canonical domains to a symmetrical scenario; then, they use a common RND approach to identify the
number and canonical location of base stations, followed byan inverse transformation function to find the corresponding realistic
locations. The LBA also provides valuable insight into the eff cts of different parameters and features on network performance.
The LBA process is described in [4], [5], and [6] in the context of second cellular generation 2G/GSM (global system for
mobile communication), 3G/UMTS (universal mobile telecommunications system), and 4G/LTE-A (long term evolution advanced),
respectively. However, authors in [6], readopt 3G assumptions without derivations or validations; consequently, their traditional
approach is unable to accurately capture the tradeoffs between coverage, capacity and quality in LTE/LTE-A. RND results have
direct implications on operational and capital expenditure of an operator, ergo it is crucial to reflect the impact of various design
targets (coverage/capacity/quality centric) in the busine s plan.
The second step in radio network planning is the tool-based planning, traditionally performed using commercial planning tools
to perform detailed predictions (see Figure 1). In these tools, the propagation model takes into account the characteristics of the
selected antenna, the terrain elevation, and the land use and land clutter surrounding each eNB. Moreover, an elaboratetr ffic
modelling application is employed to represent, realistically, users’ positions in the network and their different traffic profiles as
shown in Figure 2. The tool-based planning exercise takes thoutput of the RND as a starting point; at the end of the process the
number of radio sites and locations would be optimised further, based on more realistic assumptions. Monte Carlo simulations are
performed to derive network performance indicators. Accordingly, the setting of parameters, such as radio site locatin, antenna
azimuth and tilt, neighbouring and mobility parameter settings, and frequency planning (if applicable), can be adjusted in order
to reach desired targets. Results obtained from an effective and successful RND exercise present a good starting point to the
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Fig. 2. Major assumptions facilitate the LBA-based RND process. Firstly, heights are ignored, thus the area is considered flat. Second, the target area is divided
into subareas, each belonging to a clutter class with specific propagation models. Lastly, traffic maps are uniform within each subarea (kbps/km2).
tool-based planning phase, and often require minimal adjustments to meet the design targets in the realistic settings.Thus, the
tool-based planning step is a practical validation test to the correctness and preciseness of the RND approach.
Radio network planning is an on-going activity in a live network. The post-deployment planning objective is to optimiseth
network in view of the changing environment such as: increase in users, improved data rate, and new services. Ideally, the RND and
planning tool are updated with live network data and used to ientify a proper optimisation technique prior to implementation (see
Figure 1). Such an approach avoids unnecessary outages and network performance degradation, and ensures users qualityof service
through the optimisation phase. Thus, RND and tool-based planning do not end upon network deployment, but are continuously
revisited during the network’s lifetime.
In this paper, we present a tutorial on the LTE network RND process through an original analytical approach that highlights LTE
tradeoffs. An LBA built on analytical methodologies with norequirement for simulations presents a key advantage becaus of its
ability to yield fast results that are essential for networkplanning and business modelling. Accordingly, it has been the norm, in
previous cellular generations’ LBAs, to represent the effect of random variables, such as fading, through statisticalpower margins
which are typically derived from simulation results compiled into lookup tables [7]. Effectively, this approach is notvalid for LTE
since the intrinsic flexible nature of LTE and its advanced features result in a multitude of lookup tables, hence renderig this
circumvention quite impractical. In this tutorial, we demonstrate that a short-cut pragmatic setting of such parameters may lead to
wrong results, and emphasise the importance of developing astatistical RND process in the context of LTE, inviting moreresearch
in this domain. It should be noted that throughout this paper, the term fading is used to refer to joint small and large scale f ding
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which are often termed fast fading (Rayleigh/Rician) and slow fading (shadowing), respectively.
A. Literature review
A thorough investigation into published material indicates hat this work is the first to offer a comprehensive tutorialon analytical
RND with focus on LTE/LTE-A. Authors in [6] dedicate a whole chapter to LTE RND, however, the process of dimensioning,
as part of the bigger network planning procedure, and the derivations and implications of pertinent entities affectingthe network
dimensions are not comprehensively covered. Upase et al. in[8] provide a brief description of the network dimensioningand planning
procedure for WiMAX from an implementation perspective, however, it lacks supporting information of theoretical background and
link budget derivations.
Some recent papers tackle LTE-specific RND from different pers ctives. An analytical model for orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access (OFDMA) dimensioning is proposed in [9] to find the minimum number of channels required to guarantee a
minimum loss probability. The model considers an isolated cll to estimate the number of required sub-channels per userdepending
on the signal to noise ratio (SNR), in which the signal is affected by large scale fading. Simulations, instead of analytical modelling,
are often used for dimensioning such as [10] and [11]. Authors in [10] propose an in-house simulation tool for LTE coveragnd
capacity dimensioning, and a resulting analysis on the effect of height and clutter types on cell range. The simulationsare, however,
based on path loss averages, thus large and small scale fading are ignored. A recent work, [11], looks at using capacity dimensioning
results in order to find suitable solutions for network evoluti n. The authors extend usage of known propagation models to a refined
statistical method to evaluate two possible network densificat on approaches: adding macro-cells or small cells, depending on the
city model and traffic distribution. Another work, related to re-dimensioning for improving QoS, is presented in [12]. The authors
investigate how QoS affects network capacity dimensions and at which stage the network should be extended. However, themodel
focuses on control overheads, and ignores channel fading and other cell interference in the dimensioning calculations.
Research on the LBA part of the RND has, perhaps, received more attention than the full RND topic. There are a few research
papers that propose an LTE perspectives to the traditional analytical LBA; we identify them as the traditional researchdirection.
Two other directions look at the outage analysis of OFDMA technologies, one based on a single sub-carrier scenario and another
on a multi sub-carrier scenario.
The traditional research direction readopted the traditional dimensioning approach of 2G and 3G networks on LTE such as[6],
[13]–[15]; therefore adjusting the LBA with LTE specific fading and interference statistical margins. However, LTE’s claim to
increased spectral efficiency is based on the network’s capability to adapt fast to signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
fluctuations. Moreover, LTE’s flexibility in adaptive modulation and coding as well as multiple antenna techniques results in a
myriad of possibilities hence an unmanageable number of entries in the lookup tables. Subsequently, the previously accepted detour
is no longer practical for LTE; therefore, there is a need to accurately and statistically capture the effect of variables such as fading
and loading in the LBA.
Another research direction models the system interferenceconsidering a single sub-carrier scenario. For example, Seol et al.
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in [16] and [17] propose an elaborate derivation of inter-cell interference (ICI) probability density function under multi-path Rayleigh
and Ricean small scale fading respectively, conditioned onthe large scale fading and the network load. Their objectiveis to point
out the inaccuracy of assuming Gaussian ICI and its effect ontransmitter and receiver design in OFDMA. The approach is thus
complex and relies on Monte Carlo simulations to derive averg s, hence not suitable for dimensioning purposes. On the other hand,
Ben Cheick et al. in [18] propose an outage probability analysis based on the statistical modelling of the downlink interference
using two approaches: the Fenton-Wilkinson and the centrallimit theorem. They reach mathematically manageable equations but in
the process, approximate small scale fading effect of interfering cells’ channels to their average value, and considerfull cell load.
Tabassum et al. in [19] capture accurately the effect of composite fading (i.e., small and large scale fading) on the channels from the
serving cell and interfering cells, while accounting for the scheduling algorithm impact on ICI. The analysis providesestimations
of the outage probability and the cell ergodic capacity but does not proceed to use the outcome for dimensioning purposes. Yang
and Fapojuwo in [20] propose an analytical framework for a hexagonal cellular network with Rayleigh small scale fading,and
consequently, derive corresponding coverage probabilityand the spectrum efficiency characterisation. Another milestone research
in this field is by Andrews et al. in [21], in which general models for multi-cell SINR are presented using stochastic geometry,
and assuming base stations’ locations follow a Poisson distribution as opposed to fixed grid. Tractable models are proposed with
simplifying assumptions such as Rayleigh channels and negligible thermal noise; results from these are compared to numerical
models with more realistic assumptions. The work is valuable in defining a new line of research, however, the models proposed are
not applicable to the LTE RND exercise in their presented form. Although final planning designs are often non-grid as a result of
site acquisition constraints, it cannot be considered as a given in the RND phase. This additional layer of complexity isoften part
of planning and is considered to be an outcome of the planningprocess, not an input to it. Single sub-carrier ICI estimation is an
essential milestone in the RND exercise but is also a critical part in the evaluation of innovative features for interference mitigation
such as inter-cell interference coordination, e.g., [22].
A third research direction is based on a statistical interfer nce model with multiple sub-carrier considerations. Guiliano and
Mazenga in [23] base their approach on the exponential effective SINR model, as in [24] and [25], approximated by a Gaussian
random variable. The approach however is complex and still rel es on simulations while ignoring large scale fading. Kelif t al.
in [26] propose an approach based on the mean instantaneous capacity concept as in [25] using the Fenton-Wilkinson method to
approximate the joint effect of large and small scale fadingo the SINR distribution but with similar assumptions, as in[18], thus,
assuming full cell load.
B. Contributions
The main contribution of this work is that it presents the first comprehensive LTE/LTE-A radio network dimensioning tutorial.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first tutorial to tackleth practical derivations and implications of LTE RND, based on
thorough statistical modelling of pertinent radio aspects. We use an original approach to highlight the paradigm of LTERND,
through performance analysis and a case study, to motivate new research in this direction. To this end, another contribution of the
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paper is the presented statistical based dimensioning appro ch accompanied by results, analysis, and insights for various parameters
and scenarios. Inasmuch, this tutorial has two main aims:
1) The first objective it to provide engineers in industry with a compact overview of the process of radio network dimensioning
that is used by cellular operators globally to dimension hundreds of networks that serve billions of subscribers. This overview is
supported by mathematical analysis and performance results tha can provide useful practical insights and highlight limitations
of existing methodologies. Indeed, a reliable RND approachis a key engine for operators competing for quality of service
delivery, and for tool developers offering cutting edge features, as well as for telecommunication vendors and consultants
dimensioning their business plan.
2) The second objective is to trigger more research in this area by highlighting the limitations of the traditional approach
and providing a road-map for a new approach based on statistic l interference modelling, while effectively capturing fading
dynamics on serving and interfering cells as well as the effect of cell loading on levels of interference from neighbouring
cells. The presented approach improves on traditional methods by deriving LTE-specific LBA parameters (e.g., linking the
interference degradation margin to the actual cell loadingo neighbouring cells and corresponding channel fading). Acase
study is presented with derivations, results, analysis, and insights, to demonstrate the benefits of the statistical approach. Such
results aim at promoting the usage of statistical analysis in RND, especially when addressing advanced features as detaile
in Section VII.
In this paper, we first present a methodology description of the statistical LBA process, backed with derivations and interpretations
of key factors affecting LTE/LTE-A design. Then, a practical implementation of the methodology is provided, leading toa detailed
analysis of LTE/LTE-A design tradeoffs. In this exercise, crucial characteristics of the technology are framed such ascell breathing
and elasticity, effect of inter-site distance on edge user experience, and relation between transmit power and cell range. Subsequently,
the tutorial describes the integration of the statistical LBA in the iterative RND process, to balance the conflicting dimensioning
requirements of coverage, capacity and quality. A case study is then presented, with the objective of comparing the presented RND
to the traditional RND, by conducting tool-based simulations for each, using a commercially planning tool. This section details
the method of data migration to the planning tool, in addition t guidelines for interpreting simulation results and comparing the
simulated network performance to the design targets. The cas study shows that the traditional RND results in 36% unnecessary
extra eNBs, and a network performance that exceeds the targets; whereas the statistical-LBA-based approach yields performance
indicators close to the initial targets. Additional eNBs require higher capital expenditure (CapEX) due to the cost of building and
installation, and an increase in operational expenditure (OpEX) due to the additional maintenance and operational bills. Such an
increase in cost motivates more research in the domain of LTERND, to provide various parties in the industry with a reliable
procedure for technical and business dimensioning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a background on link budget analysis highlighting the tradi ional
approach and LTE specific parameters. Section III presents the derivations leading to the statistical link budget analysis (SLBA).
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Corresponding results and insights learned from the present d approach are discussed in Section IV. Section V presentsan i erative
dimensioning process for LTE based on SLBA. A case study comparing the traditional RND to the approach presented, using a
commercial planning tool, is presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII summarizes the tutorial and highlights key challenges
in future dimensioning of future networks.
C. Mathematical notations
Mathematical notations and parameters are listed in Table Ifor clarity. As a convention, variables that are interchangeably used
in linear form (X) and in logarithmic form are presented with (X̆) when expressed in dB or dBm, e.g.,Ls is the path loss between
the user and the severing eNB in linear form (i.e. ratio) andL̆s is the same entity expressed in dB, whereasP ′ is the total transmit
power in Watts andP̆ ′ is the same power in dBm. Another notation convention adopted in this work is that the subscriptx in Xx
indicates the concerned eNB, e.g.,As refers to the fading variable on the downlink channel from the serving eNB, whereasLn
refers to the path loss from the neighbouring eNBn.
II. RADIO NETWORK DIMENSIONING (RND)
RND forms the initial stage in network planning and, traditionally, it has consisted of two main processes: coverage planning
using the LBA, and capacity planning using Erlang equationsf r GSM [27] or Shannon and pole capacity equations for spread
spectrum technologies [28]. Often the two processes are iterativ ly revisited, especially with spread spectrum radioaccess, to find an
RND solution that balances coverage and capacity. LBA is centred on Reudink’s identified deterministic relationship betw en cell
edge coverage probability/reliability (ECP) and area coverag probability/reliability (ACP) [29]. Cell edge reliability refers to the
probability that the radio frequency signal strength measured on the contour at the cell edge will meet, or exceed, a desired quality
threshold (e.g., -90dBm). Whereas, cell area reliability is the probability that the signal will meet, or exceed, the quality threshold
after integrating the contour probability over the entire aa of the cell. Because of this relationship, estimating the distance to the
cell edge can be shown to be theoretically equivalent to determining the reliability of the signal strength within the cell [29].
A. Traditional link budget analysis
The link budget analysis is a traditional tool used to compute the maximum allowed path loss (MAPL) between the base station
transmitter (TX) and the mobile receiver (RX) at the cell edg, as shown in Figure 3. The MAPL is then translated into a cellrange
using the propagation equation, looking at both the uplink (UL) and the downlink (DL) directions. A typical LTE DL budgetis
presented in Table II, where parameters have been grouped into those that are considered constants, and those that are considered
random variables. Referring to Table II, and starting with the maximum power at the base station, the effective isotropic radiated
power (EiRP) is first calculated accounting for all gains andlosses in the transmitter antenna chain. The EiRP per sub-carrier (P̆ )
is then obtained by assuming that power is distributed equally over the number of available sub-carriers. Then, thermalnoise power
in a sub-carrier (̆σ2) is computed given the thermal noise power spectral densityand sub-carrier bandwidth. The basic SNR is
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TABLE I
TABLE OF MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS .
Parameters Description
A Fading gain component
α Path loss exponent
B1 Cable/connector/combiner losses
B2 Receive noise figure
B3 Penetration loss
DS Subscriber density
Dsub Number of sub-carriers
∆R Accepted difference betweenrA andrS in iterative approach
∆η Accepted difference betweenηA andηC in iterative approach
E Total effective isotropic radiated power (EiRP)
fX(x) Probability distribution function of variableX
γ Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
γ′ Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
g() Gamma function
GR Receive antenna gain
GT Transmit antenna gain
η Cell load
ηA Assumed cell load in iterative approach
ηC Capacity cell load in iterative approach
I Total interference
In Interference from neighbouring celln
K Path loss constant
λn Expected value ofIn
L Mean path loss
Lmax Maximum allowed path loss (MAPL) of a cell having inter-cellinterference
L′max MAPL in case of isolated cell




Mµ Interference degradation margin
N Number of cells in the network
P ′ Total transmit power in Watts
P EiRP per sub-carrier
R Cell range in km
rA Assumed cell range in iterative approach
rS Safe cell range that leads to the required edge coverage probability in iterative approach
S Received signal strength
σ2 Total thermal noise power in channel
T Effective transmit power per sub-carrier
θ Thermal noise power spectral density
U Number of subscribers per eNB
W Bandwidth per sub-carrier in Hz
computed by taking the ratio of received signal strength to the thermal noise power in the channel. However, a realistic amplifier
(the mobile receiver in the DL budget) also adds some extra noise from its own components and degrades the SNR ratio; thus the
SNR at the output of the amplifier is worse than the SNR at its input. In other words, if the target SNR (γ̆′target) is -9.1dB and
the noise figure of the mobile device is 7dB, then the SNR at theinput of the mobile receiver should be -2.1dB. In addition, often
other constraints are included in the LBA to account for signal absorption loss in designs that are targeted for indoor orin-car
receivers, referred to as penetration loss in Table II.
Two essential design margins remain unaccounted for: the fading margin (M̆f ) and the interference degradation margin (M̆µ).
These design margins are shown in the variable parameters section of the link budget and are given special attention in designing
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Fig. 3. This figure represents the losses and gains encountered by the signal from the transmitter to the receiver. In order to find the maximum allowed path loss,
we assume maximum transmit power and minimum required SINR at the receiver. The gains and losses that can be assumed deterministic are presented in solid
lines; whereas the statistical variables, such as large scal fading and interference degradation margins, are shown in dotted lines.
the LTE link budget, as will be discussed in coming sections.The fading margin is a deterministic power margin that compensates
for signal variation due to statistical fading distribution and, thus, used to improve cell edge reliability. The interference degradation
margin, is the degradation of the SNR in the presence of in-band interfering neighbouring cells causing ICI. It should benoted that
in some literature, the term noise rise is used instead of interference degradation. For instance, consider an interferenc degradation
margin equal to 3dB in the downlink budget. This indicates that, an isolated base station that can provide an SNR of -2.1dBto
users at its cell edge, would only offer an SINR of -5.1dB in the presence of interfering neighbours. In LTE, the interference from
other cells is due to the fact that all cells are continuouslysharing the spectrum, thus, the level of interference is tied to the level
of activity in neighbouring interfering cells (higher activi y results in higher probability of using the same sub-carriers).
B. Propagation model characteristics
The mean path loss between the base station and a receiver at the cell edge is expressed as in (1). Consequently the received
power at the cell edge can be expressed as shown below, whereS̆ is the received power in dBm,̆T is the effective transmit power
of the base station,̆L is the mean path loss in dB,R is the cell range in km,̆K andα are the path loss constant and path loss
exponent, respectively [30]. In (2), the variablĕA captures the signal variations due to fading; thus, the receiv d signal is not
deterministic but follows a statistical distribution govern d by the channel fading characteristics.
L̆ = K̆ − 10α · log10(R) (1)
S̆ = T̆ − L̆+ Ă = T̆ − (K̆ − 10α · log10(R)) + Ă (2)
Figure 4 (right) represents an instantaneous snapshot of anmnidirectional cell edge where the random dotted line represents the
points that satisfy the target signal strength (e.g., -90dBm). Figure 4 (left) depicts the statistical distribution ofthe signal strength at
the cell edge around a normalised mean. In this figure, the channel fading characteristics are restricted to large scale fading which is
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TABLE II
TYPICAL LTE DOWNLINK LINK BUDGET ANALYSIS (LBA).
Constant parameters Unit Formula Value
Total transmit power dBm P̆ ′ 46
Transmit antenna gain dBi ĞT 18
Cable/connector/combiner losses dB B̆1 2.5
EiRP dBm Ĕ = P̆ ′ + ĞT − B̆1 61.5
Total number of sub-carriers 10MHz Dsub 600
EiRP per sub-carrier dBm P̆ = 10 · log( EDsub ) 33.7
Thermal noise density dBm/Hz θ̆ -173.8
Bandwidth per sub-carrier Hz W 15000
Total thermal noise in channel dBm σ̆2 = θ̆ + 10 · log(W ) -132.0
Receive antenna gain dBi ĞR 0
Receive noise figure dB B̆2 7
Required SNR target dB γ̆′target -2.1
Penetration loss dB B̆3 18
Total gains dB M̆Gtotal = ĞR 0
Total losses dB M̆Btotal = B̆2 + B̆3 25
Effective power per sub-carrier dB T̆ = P̆ + M̆Gtotal − M̆Btotal 8.7
Variable parameters Unit Formula Value
Fading margin dB M̆f 5
Interference degradation margin dB M̆µ 2
Dimensioning results Unit Formula Value
MAPL dB ˘Lmax = T̆ − (γ̆′target + σ̆2 + M̆f + M̆µ) 135.8
Cell range km R = 10
L̆max−K̆
−10·α 0.931
Fig. 4. Left: Log normal distribution with zero mean used to define adequate large scale fading margin,M̆f , to improve cell edge reliability. Right: Actual cell
contour fluctuates due to large scale fading (dotted random line). Deterministic cell contour ignoring the large scale fading variables (solid circle) results in 50%
locations on the cell edge with received signal strength equal or better than target. Deterministic cell contour including large scale fading marginM̆f , obtained
from the distribution on the left, results in 75% locations on the cell edge with, at least, required target received signal strength (dashed circle).
often represented using a log-normal distribution. The log-n rmal distribution’s standard deviation depends on the area, frequency
and size of obstructions; it is typically between4dB and12dB [29]. Figure 4 (left) depicts a normalised log-normal distribution with
zero mean (standard deviation is set to 1). Traditionally, afading margin (M̆f ) is added to the target signal strength to account for
the statistical fluctuation of the signal power, and thus, improve the reliability from 50% to 75%, for instance. In orderto identify
the adequate fading margin, firstly, the distribution in Figure 4 (left) is used, and a normalised margin of 0.675 is foundto improve
the reliability to 75%, with only 25% of the values falling above this value. Then,M̆f is found by multiplying 0.675 by the standard
deviation of the actual fading distribution (e.g.,8dB), consequently,M̆f = 0.675 ·8 = 5.4dB. The improved-reliability target signal
strength is thus,−90+5.4 = −84.6dBm and the resulting cell contour is shown in a dashed line in Figure 4 (right). Thus, adding
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the fading margin,M̆f , improves the cell edge coverage probability but reduces thcell range. Using Reudink’s mapping between
edge coverage probability and area coverage probability, and assuming a path loss exponent of 35.2dB per decade and a path loss
constant of 137dB, then the area coverage probability that would result from such a design would be 90% reliability.
C. Traditional cell range calculation
The final outcome of the link budget is the maximum allowed path loss, or MAPL, which defines the maximum possible loss
as a result of propagation loss that can exist between receiver and transmitter in such a way that the transmitter is on full power
and the receiver achieves the required SINR, for the target ACP. Accordingly, the MAPL is the difference between the EiRPper
sub-carrier (̆P ), affected by the design margins, and the target SINR at the cell edge (̆γtarget) as shown in Table II. In order to
simplify the representation of MAPL, the effective power per sub-carrier (̆T ) will be calculated based on the EiRP per sub-carrier
(P̆ ) by adding all deterministic gains and subtracting all deterministic losses, thus,̆T = P̆+M̆Gtotal −M̆Btotal , as shown in Table II.
In reality, the MAPL (̆Lmax(Ăs, µ̆)) is a random variable affected by both variables:Ăs, for fading on serving cell and̆µ, for
interference degradation. For the purpose of the link budget, a deterministic MAPL, conditioned on the fading variablemodelled
via the marginM̆f and the interference degradation variable modelled via themarginM̆µ, is computed based on the power balance
of all deterministic parameters in the link budget, negatedby a design margin (̆Mf + M̆µ). Accordingly, the deterministic MAPL,
L̆max, can be expressed as follows in dB, which matches the link budget in Table II:
L̆max = (P̆ + M̆Gtotal − M̆Btotal )− (γ̆target + σ̆2 + M̆f + M̆µ) = (T̆ − γ̆target − σ̆2)− (M̆f + M̆µ) (3)
Consequently the cell range is also a random variable,R(As, µ), and the deterministic maximum cell range can be derived as




D. Effect of fading and interference degradation margins
Figure 5 is used to depict the effect of the fading margin and the interference degradation margin on the cell range. The receiv d
signal strength (̆S) is represented in dBm as a function of the log distanceR in km. In this figure, the fading margin is the difference
between the solid line corresponding to mean received powerand that of the dashed blue line that guarantees 75% samples above
the target valuĕStarget1 . The fading margin is derived as explained in Section II-C and results in bringing the cell edge closer
to the base station (fromr0 to r1). The interference degradation margin accounts for SNR degra ation due to the presence of
neighbouring interfering cells. Since the thermal noise isconstant, the SNR degradation is actually the degradation of the target
received signal power (̆Starget). In other words, to maintain the target SNR in the presence of other cell interference, the target
received signal power needs to be increased fromS̆target1 to S̆target2 . In Figure 5,S̆target1 represents the target received signal
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Fig. 5. Effect of large scale fading margin (̆Mf ) and interference degradation margin (M̆µ) on the cell range.r0, defined by the intersection of thĕStarget1 line
and the mean propagation curve, is the mean cell range without large scale fading considerations in an isolated cell scenario (black dot).r1 is cell range as a result
of including fading; it is defined as the intersection between the S̆target1 line and the propagation curve attenuated by a marginM̆f (blue dot).r2 is the effective
cell range, when more that one cell reuse the same frequencies; it s the intersection between thĕStarget2 line and the attenuated propagation curve (green dot).
and S̆target2 represents the interference degradation margin and depends on the level of activity or load in the network.
In reality, fading and interference degradation are variables governed mostly by the fading characteristics of serving a d interfering
cells. Traditionally, these variables have been accountedfor, in dimensioning, through statistical margins (M̆f andM̆µ), derived from
Monte Carlo simulations [31]–[33]. Fading distributions in cellular systems are well known and usage of log-normal distribution
to represent large scale fading, or Rayleigh and Rice to represent small scale fading are commonly accepted. On the otherhand,
the interference degradation distribution in an LTE systemhas not been framed yet; the tradition, nevertheless, consists of adopting
pragmatic margins inspired from UMTS link budgets.
This pragmatic assignment renders the traditional approach insensitive to LTE specific dynamics. As an outcome, the resulting
design is often pessimistic, i.e., the network is over-dimensioned due to high setting of̆Mµ, thus additional cost is incurred with
no added value. In Section III of this tutorial, we overcome this problem by first defining the interference margin as a functio of
cell loading and fading characteristics on channels from interfering cells. Accordingly, the statistical distribution of the interference
degradation is derived, hence, enabling the appropriate set ing of M̆µ in the link budget. This leads the way to a statistical link
budget analysis, which, finds the distribution of the cell range as a function of fading and interference from other cells.
E. LTE/ LTE-A link budget
The principle and objective of LBA remain the same in all cellular generations. Essentially, it is a power budget exercisthat
targets the cell edge users to find the maximum allowed path loss. However, parameter interpretation and points of reference do
vary significantly, resulting in a technology specific LBA for each of the 2G, 3G, and 4G networks. An LBA comparison between
the three cellular generations is provided in Section II-E.1, and a discussion on the impact of LTE-A features impact on the LBA












Fig. 6. The figure on the left represents a comparative diagram for 2G, 3G, and 4G, showing three critical LBA parameters that are radio access technology
specific. It should be noted that, related to LTE, the 15kHz isthe bandwidth per sub-channel; the total spectrum bandwidth can be up to 20MHz (without carrier
aggregation). A reduced sub-channel spacing of 7.5kHz is also possible in LTE, e.g., the physical random access channel(PRACH). The figure on the right shows
LBA parameters that depend on the operating frequency, which may differ among the three different cellular technologies.
1) LTE LBA in comparison with UMTS/HSPA and GSM:Key technology-related differences in GSM, UMTS/HSPA, andLTE
link budget parameters are depicted in Figure 6 (left) and differences related to the operating frequency are shown in Figure 6 (right).
The first technology-related difference concerns the channel bandwidth. UMTS, for instance, is based on a 5MHz channel bandwidth;
whereas LTE uses 15kHz and 7.5kHz narrow sub-channels. Thisdifference affects the thermal noise power and consequently the
noise floor. Moreover, the target SINR in LTE has been alleviat d due to various radio access design characteristics and advances;
accordingly, a lower SINR can achieve the same data rate as inHSPA [6]. Sources of interference, however, differ fundamentally
among radio technologies. GSM is a frequency division multiple access technology, hence intra-cell signals are orthogonal; however,
frequencies/channels are often reused, within a network, which generates some level of inter-cell interference. UMTSis a spread
spectrum radio technology, i.e., users share the same bandwidth and are only separated by spreading and scrambling codes. In this
case, the SINR calculation includes two interference components: intra-cell interference and inter-cell interferenc , in addition to the
thermal noise. The interference contribution is thus directly related to the channels’ fading and the serving and neighbouring cells’
load, which are relative to the pole capacity. On the other hand, LTE is an OFDMA technology, in which intra-cell interference is
minimal while inter-cell interference is dependent on interfering cells’ activities (i.e., cell load) and fading on each corresponding
received signal. In this case, inter-cell interference is related to the probability of neighbouring cells reusing thesame sub-channels
simultaneously. Hence, scheduling schemes matter greatlyin estimating this probability, and basically, higher cellloads would
lead to higher chances of sub-channel reuse. The cell load inLTE is relative to the percentage of used resources; whereasin
UMTS/HSPA, it is related to the pole capacity. Inter-cell and i tra-cell interference affect the SINR ratio variation and, thus, need
to be captured in the corresponding interference margin variable in the link budget analysis as shown in Figure 3. A statitical model
of LTE interference margin is utilised in this tutorial to hig light the need for further research in the domain of LTE analytical
dimensioning.
The measurement reference point is another major differencbetween UMTS/HSPA and LTE. UMTS is dimensioned in view of
the received signal code power (RSCP) over the 5MHz bandwidth; whereas, LTE is concerned with the reference signal receiv d
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power (RSRP) over a sub-channel bandwidth of 15kHz. Other major differences between UMTS and LTE are related to the operating
central frequency such as: penetration loss and path loss model, as highlighted in Figure 6 (right).
2) LTE/LTE-A advanced features in LBA:The link budget in Table II captures the LTE specific parameters, as explained above,
for the basic LTE deployment. Nonetheless, there are optional advanced LTE features, such as inter-cell interference coordination
and coordinate multi-point transmission/reception (CoMP), that should also be accounted for in the dimensioning exercis . Inter-cell
interference coordination (ICIC) was first introduced in LTE release 9, enabled by the exchange of load and interferenceinformation
over the X2 interface (LTE interface between eNBs). Accordingly, eNBs use this information in the scheduling algorithmto avoid
allocating resources, that are highly used in neighbouringcells, to cell edge users that are vulnerable to interference. With the
emergence of heterogeneous networks in LTE-A, enhanced ICIC (eICIC) was defined in release 10, in which almost blank sub-
frames (ABS) are used on the macro-layer to reduce downlink interference on UEs associated with small cells. LTE release11
includes further enhanced ICIC (feICIC), which aims at handling interference by the UE through inter-cell interferenccancellation
for control signals, enabling further small cell range extension. xICIC is essentially based on shared information among neighbouring
cells, which is used in the resource scheduling algorithm toav id ICI [34]. Evidently, ICIC in all its forms affects the level of
ICI, as well as the network coverage and capacity. Authors in[35] demonstrate increase in cell edge users throughput as well
as cell overall throughput with xICIC. Authors in [19] propose an analytical model for ICI for different scheduling algorithms
such as greedy, proportional fair and round robin. From a coverage dimensioning perspective, different ICIC algorithms would
generate different levels of inter-cell and inter-layer (between macro-cells and small cells) interference, and should be captured
in the interference degradation estimation in the LBA. Moreover, the capacity dimensioning should account for the ICICscheme
implemented, such as the presence of ABS [35].
CoMP would certainly affect the coverage dimensioning, since it can provide diversity gains that can directly boost theSINR
levels. Also, capacity resources from all cells in the CoMP cluster would be used simultaneously for one user; this should be
accounted for in the capacity dimensioning. On the other hand, there are many forms of uplink and downlink CoMP which would
result is variable gains and consume different resources from cells in the CoMP cluster. It would be an interesting future a ea of
research to consider the interplay between cellular network planning/deployment and CoMP enhancements.
LTE-A is an evolution of basic LTE with improved ICIC and new features such as carrier aggregation and heterogeneous networks.
Carrier aggregation is introduced in release 10 of LTE and further extended in release 11. It basically consists of equipping a cell
with more than one carrier components (total maximum bandwidth up to 100MHz) with joint scheduling, hence reaching users with
higher data rates. These carrier components may be in different parts of the spectrum, hence, would have different frequency-related
LBA parameters (see Figure 6 (right)). Consequently, the structure of the LBA remains as in Table II, however, differentoperating
frequencies would result in different link budgets. Moreovr, it is critical to capture the scheduling of different components in the
ICI modelling and in the capacity dimensioning. For example, in [36], a distributed interference coordination scheme for femto-cells
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(cells with very low transmit power, often used for indoor coverage) with carrier aggregation is proposed. Each femto-cell operates
on all the carrier components of the network, initially, andthen decides whether to maintain each of the carrier components based
on local measurements. The proposed algorithm is shown to reduce the ICI, and consequently increase the SINR and the throug put.
Therefore, the implementation of carrier aggregation willimpact coverage and capacity network dimensions, and should be reflected
in the ICI estimation; a key parameter affecting the SINR, hence the link budget and network throughput.
Heterogeneous networks are multi-layered, consisting of macro-cells and small-cells (low power cells). Small cells are mainly
used for data offloading while the macro-cells provide the ubiq itous coverage; they may share part of, or all the spectrum, and
they may have dedicated spectrum. In a dedicated spectrum deployment, each network layer is dimensioned separately using the
described LBA with adjusted parameters for the small cells such as transmit power and propagation model. Otherwise, theSINR
calculation should also account for inter-layer interferenc as part of the ICI, with possibly different cell loads on different layers;
however, the LBA remains typically the same. Authors in [37], for instance, provide a simulation-based dimensioning approach
for heterogeneous networks. The approach assumes an initial number of cells, and performs the cell association processwith the
objective of maximising the users’ throughput. Then, a cellelimination procedure is initiated to find the minimum number of cells that
would preserve the network metric. Authors in [38] look at a heterogeneous network employing carrier aggregation, and propose
a two-dimensional interference coordination scheme combining power control and component carrier assignment; consequently
network outage is reduced significantly compared to a schemeusing power control only. In this tutorial, we emphasize theneed
to capture heterogeneous networks and carrier aggregationin the dimensioning process, which would affect coverage and capacity
results. Moreover, heterogeneous networks with multi radio access technologies (multiRATs), a feature of the fifth cellular system
generation (5G), are further discussed in Section VII-A.
III. STATISTICAL L INK BUDGET ANALYSIS (SLBA)
The traditional LBA is thus rigid, mostly in the interference degradation margin definition, and has no bridging betweenth
capacity and coverage dimensioning. The impact of channel fading and cell loading on the interference degradation could be easily
captured through simulations, such as Monte Carlo, but thatwould compromise the essence of the link budget analysis being
purely analytical and fast in generating dimensioning results. The usage of statistical margins in link budgets, to improve reliability
with known channel fading distributions, is a common practice as detailed in Section II-D. The usage of interference degradation
margin is however different; effect of ICI is tightly related to the technology, and results obtained from previous cellular generations
cannot be directly applied to LTE. Moreover, due to the many different deployment scenarios of LTE, it is not practical torely
on tabulated simulation results for identifying a suitableMµ. Thus, it is a critical milestone to be able to capture the effct of
interference degradation in the absence of prior results and without the need of simulations. Accordingly, there is a need to develop
a generic LBA approach that reacts to the actual fading charateristics of interfering channels and probability of interference. It is
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also essential to feed back results from capacity analysis to the coverage dimensioning, and vice-versa, to obtain a balnced radio
dimensioning design.
These issues are addressed in the statistical link budget analysis, a new concept for link budget analysis introduced inour
previous work [39]. The objective is to find the cumulative effect of variables affecting the LBA in the form of a statistical
cell range distribution; hence statistical link budget analysis. The link budget is essentially a coverage dimensioning tool; it is
nevertheless, tailored in view of capacity and QoS constraints. Capacity is represented by the interference degradation µ which
is a function of loading in neighbouring cells. Quality of service is firstly captured by the setting of the target SINR (γtarget),
conventionally defined through link level simulations which map the desired link BER/BLER to a required SINR for a defineddata
rate under given channel models. In addition, edge and area coverage probabilities are also a measure of QoS.
The first subsection details the derivation of the interference degradation margin as a function of cell loading and channel fading
from interfering neighbours. Next, the derivations of stati ical distributions of the SINR, the interference degradation, the MAPL,
and the cell range are presented in the context of LTE and compared to simulation results for validation.
A. Interference degradation in LTE
In the light of the discussion presented in Section II, the int rference degradation, due to simultaneous co-channel activity in
surrounding cells, is defined and derived in this subsection. The proposed system model assumesN three-sector sites where each
sector is modelled as a hexagon of diameterR and the base station is located at the intersection of the three sectors. The cell
edge user receives the required signal from the serving cellbut also interference from theN − 1 other sectors in the network. The
inter-site distance (ISD) is
√
(3)R. Neighbouring cell (n) has a cell loadηn which is the percentage of the used resources (power or
sub-carriers) in the cell, and should reflect the effective capacity demand from the subscribers covered by the given sector [6]. The
actual cell loads, per cell, vary spatially and temporally in a live network. However, the RND is designed for the peak traffic; hence,
the cell loads used reflect the highest levels predicted. To acc unt for spatial and temporal variations in traffic and corresponding
cell load, intelligent radio access schemes are proposed toredistribute traffic in such a way that maximises the number of cells that
can be switched off, without degrading the network performance. Authors in [40], for instance, propose a planning methodology
that identifies the ideal location of eNBs and correspondingo /off switching patterns to economise on energy while preserving the
network’s performance, under changing traffic conditions.Transmitted signals are subjected to distance-based path loss and generic
fading, as in (2), and universal frequency planning is assumed. In order to capture the interference degradation or noise rise in
LTE, we first derive the downlink budget of an isolated cell considering the SNR at the cell edge. Next, we derive the link budget
for a cell surrounded byN − 1 interfering cells, considering the SINR at the cell edge, and compare it to the isolated cell scenario
to capture the effect of ICI.
In thecaseof an isolatedcell, thereareno othercells to interferewith theuser’ssignal hence,at thecell edge,theSINR is equal
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whereT is the effective transmit power dedicated to the cell edge user, Ls is the mean path loss between the serving cells and
the cell edge user as in (1), andAs is the fading gain component on the corresponding radio link. The link budget is designed to
secure a target SINR (γtarget) at the cell edge; thus by equating the measured SNR to the targ t SINR we can find the maximum
allowed path loss that would satisfy the condition. Accordingly, we replace the measured SNR(γ′) with the target SINR(γtarget)
in (5), and solve forL′max = Ls such that γ





In a realistic LTE deployment scenario, the serving cell would be surrounded by many other LTE cells sharing the same spectrum,
thus, causing interference to each other. In this case, the targ t edge performance is measured through the SINR as follows, where















ηn · T ·AnLn
(7)
In a similar manner as done for an isolated cell, the measuredSINR (γ) is equated with the target SINR (γtarget) in (7), then we




































Comparing (6) to (8), the effect of neighbouring cells interference results is an additional noise to the maximum allowed path loss,























In an isolated cell scenario,µ would be unity,γ = γ′, andLmax = L′max. In a realistic deployment, an additional loss is incurred due
to ICI, dependant on the cell loading and fading, thus limiting the maximum path loss further whereLmax =
L′max
µ . Consequently,
the maximum allowed path loss is a function of multiple random variables.
B. SINR: Statistical distribution
On the downlink, the SINR for the cell edge user served by cells and interfered byN − 1 cells is defined as in (7). The
pertinent random variables areAs, related to the serving cell fading characteristics, andAn related to individual channel fading
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characteristics of each neighbouring interfering cell. Consequently, the SINR is a random variable affected by the channel fading
characteristics of the desired signal (As) as well as that of the neighbouring cells (An). SINR is the key quality target of the
dimensioning exercise and is the most complex to capture mathematically. Nonetheless, a closed form for the SINR distribu ion
assuming Rayleigh small scale fading on all channels concerned is possible as shown in this section.
We first assume Rayleigh fading with unity average fading power such that the probability distribution function of the variableA
is fA(a) = e−a. Accordingly, the total power received from interfering cells (I) is the sum ofN −1 independent random variables,









ηn ·Xn ·An (10)
where,s is the serving cell index,In = ηn ·Xn ·An, ηn being the loading on neighbouring celln, An being the random variable
characterising the fading on that cell, andXn = TLn is the received signal strength without fading nor loading coefficient. The PDF
representing the variations of the received signal from onesource of interferenceIn is as follows, whereλn = E[In] = ηn·Xn·E[An]




We use the moment generating function (MGF) approach to transform convolutions to multiplications. TheMGFIn(x) of In is
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(12)
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Let Y andZ be as follows, whereAs is the random variable characterising the fading on the serving cell:
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y · fA(yz) · fY (y)dy (19)
Finally, the SINR (γ) can be expressed as a function ofZ such thatγ = Xs · Z, whereXs = TLs is the received signal from the
























whereb1 = σ2 ·Ls andb2 = Ls. It should be noted that at this stage a closed form expression for the SINR distribution assuming
a composite fading distribution, that jointly captures large and small scale fading, is still not available.
C. Interference degradation: Statistical distribution
In the link budget, the capacity aspect is represented by thein erference degradation as derived in Section III-A and represented
in (9). The interference degradation (µ) measured by a cell edge user is thus a random variable affected by the channel fading
characteristics of the neighbouring cells (An) considering the corresponding loading factor (ηn). The distribution of received
interference from all cells (I), as defined in (10) in Section III-B, is found to followfI(i) as in (15). Sinceµ = I+σ
2
σ2 , the
distribution of the interference degradation as a functionof fI(i) can be expressed as follows:
fM (µ) = σ
2 · fI(σ2(µ− 1)) (21)
Under Rayleigh fading,fM (µ) can be derived as follows (see Figure 7 (a) for comparison with Monte Carlo simulations):










To find the distributionfM (µ) under composite fading, we approximate the PDFfA(a) of all An with a gamma distribution with
shaping parametermn and inverse scaling parameterkn [41]. Then,In also follows a gamma distribution with shaping parameter
mn and inverse scaling parameterζn as defined below, resulting infIn(i), as in (24), whereg() represents the gamma function.
ζn =








We assume that allζn are positive distinct real numbers and impose the constraint that themn’s are positive integers, not necessarily
distinct. EachIn is therefore the sum ofmn independent exponential random variables with mean1ζn . The moment generating


































Consequently, the distribution ofµ is obtained after some manipulations, as shown below:









(j − 1)! (σ
2)j−1(µ− 1)j−1e−ζnσ2(µ−1) (28)
D. MAPL: Statistical distribution
The first outcome of the link budget is the MAPL, denoted byLmax, as shown in (3). It indicates the maximum loss limit
between transmitter and receiver (at the cell boundary) beyond which the outage probability will increase above the target. MAPL
is, in essence, a function of two variables:As, the fading on the wanted signal andµ; however, by adopting an adequate fading
marginMf , it can be expressed as a function of a single variableµ, as in (29), by replacing the variableAs in (8) by the statistical
marginMf . In logarithmic scale,̆Lmax(µ̆) can then be expressed as follows:
L̆max(µ̆) = T̆ − (γ̆′target + σ̆2 − M̆f − µ̆) = L̆′max − µ̆ (29)




max is the MAPL of an isolated cell conditioned onAs modelled viaMf ,











E. Cell range: Statistical distribution
The cell range is derived from the path loss equation and the MAPL value as detailed in Section II-A. The cell range equation in


























(a) Rayleigh fading: Interference margin distribution.

















(b) Rayleigh fading: MAPL distribution.














(c) Rayleigh fading: Cell range distribution.














(d) Composite fading: Interference margin distribution.














(e) Composite fading: MAPL distribution.

















(f) Composite fading: Cell range distribution.
Fig. 7. Comparison between derivations based on statistical d stributions defined in Sections III-C, III-D, and III-E for interference degradation, MAPL, and cell
range, respectively, and Monte Carlo simulations with 50% cell loading. Plots (a)-(c) are for Rayleigh fading channel model. Plots (d)-(f) are for composite fading
channel model with shaping factor set to two.
Therefore, the distribution of the cell range,R is directly derived from that of the MAPL (Lmax) as defined in (30) and can thus

















 Coverage overlap in
over−dimensioned
netwrok
Fig. 8. The figure on the left side shows an under-dimensionednetwork; the figure on the right shows an over-dimensioned network. The dotted lines represent the
actual cell boundaries based on received SINR, whereas the solid lines represent the Voronoi boundaries based on cell locati ns.
F. Verification with Monte Carlo simulations
The derived statistical distributions in Sections III-C, III-D, and III-E are validated by comparison with Monte Carlosimulations
for both channel fading models: Rayleigh and composite fading. The results are presented in Figure 7 assuming50% cell loading
and shaping factor of two for the composite fading channel. The statistical distributions are found to match closely Monte Carlo
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Left: PDF of effective cell range at different loadings.





















Right: CDF of effective cell range at different loadings.
Fig. 9. Effect of cell loading,η, on cell range distribution. The inter-site distance in all cses is 1.3km, thus the cell edge user is located at 0.75km frothe eNB.
Left: higher cell load results in wider standard deviation tthe PDF curve, hence higher cell edge elasticity. Right: higher cell load results in shifting the CDF
curve closer to the eNB and vice-versa, hence cell breathing.
results for both channel types and for three key dimensioning entities: interference degradation, MAPL, and cell range.
IV. STATISTICAL L INK BUDGET ANALYSIS: RESULTS AND INSIGHTS
The statistical link budget analysis is a coverage dimensioning tool that computes the coverage cell range, based on presumed
capacity (cell load). In parallel, capacity dimensioning is performed, to find the maximum capacity cell range, based ondefi ed base
station available capacity, and estimated traffic density.Ideally, both procedures should be tuned in such a way that the coverage
cell range and capacity cell range are equal, hence creatingbalanced design. If the coverage cell range is larger that the capacity
cell range, the network is considered under-dimensioned asshown in Figure 8 (Left), in which there are coverage gaps betwe n
cells. On the other hand, when the coverage cell range is smaller, it would result in coverage overlap, as shown in Figure 8(Right),
which indicates that the network is over-dimensioned.
In order to explore the tradeoff characteristics inherent to LTE technology, we apply the cell range distribution derivd in
Section III-E to different network deployment scenarios. Three critical aspects of LTE dimensioning: cell breathing ad elasticity,
ISD effect, and transmit power effect, are revealed and described in Sections IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C, respectively.
A. Cell breathing and elasticity
Cell breathing is the trade-off relation between capacity (cell load) and coverage (cell range). The effect of cell loading is
demonstrated in Figure 9 which presents the PDF and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the cell range. The inter-site
distance considered is 1.3km, i.e., a cell range of 0.75km. Increasing the loading on the neighbouring cells moves the mean of the
statistical cell radius towards smaller ranges (and vice-versa); a phenomenon referred to ascell breathing.
To demonstrate the tight dependency between capacity and coverage, we take a numerical example. Let us assume a subscriber
density ofDS equal to 550 subscribers perkm2 and a maximum eNB (three-sectored) capacity of 2100 subscribers, then at 30%
capacity cell load, one eNB can cater forU = 630 subscribers. The capacity cell range is first computed by calculating the area
in which these subscribers are found usingU/DS = 1.14km
2, consequently, the corresponding capacity cell range is equal to
0.76km. Next, statistical coverage analysis is performed. Referring to the results in Figure 10 (Left), the ISD at a cell load of30%
corresponding to a target edge coverage probability of 70% is 1.3km. This can be deduced looking at the point of intersection
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Left: Effect of inter-site distance on cell range distributon.






















Right: CDF of cell range interference degradation margin.
Fig. 10. Left: CDF of cell range as a function of inter-site distance. The values in parenthesis in the legend correspond to (presumed cell range; inter-site distance).
Cell load fixed at 30%. Changing the inter-site distance from1.3km to 1.4km reduces edge coverage probability from 70% to5%. Right: CDF of interference
degradation margin as a function of cell load showing the effct of cell loading (10% to 90%). The inter-site distance in all c ses is 1.3km.
between the 70% probability line and the 30% cell load curve in Figure 10 (Left). Thus the statistical coverage analysis,as uming
30% cell load, results in a cell range equal to0.75km which is very close to the capacity cell range0.76km and the design can
be considered balanced between coverage, capacity and quality.
If, however, a quasi-full capacity cell load (90%) was used instead, i.e.,U = 1890 subscribers, it would result in an interference
degradation margin of 3.85dB with the same cell edge probability. This value can be deduced from Figure 10 (Right) by looking
at the intersection of the 70% probability line and the 90% cell load curve. A fixed interference degradation margin of 3.85dB
used in the link budget would lead to a coverage cell range of 0.54km. In the capacity analysis, the area covered by one eNB is
first computed,0.566km2, consequently usingU = DS · 0.566 = 311 subscribers, the capacity cell load can be found as the ratio
311/2100 which is 15%, a much lower loading than assumed in the coverage analysis.Thi design is unbalanced, and since the
actual cell load is less than the value assumed in the LBA, theeNBs are considered under-utilised, and the resulting network is
over-dimensioned (see Figure 8 (Right)). Had we selected a low cell load, e.g., 10%, the design would have been unbalanced still,
but with over-utilised eNBs, resulting in lower QoS and possible coverage gaps (see Figure 8 (Left)).
Moreover, higher cell loads result in wider cell range variations around the mean (refer to Figure 9 (Left)). This indicates that at
high load, the aggregate effect of channel variations from the serving cell and the neighbouring cells amplifies the SINRfluctuations
at the cell edge; this effect is referred to ascell elasticity. It is vital to correctly estimate the variation in the cell elasticity range
as a result of loading when planning network parameters suchas t ose related to handover, cell selection and congestioncontrol.
The cell edge ring, determined by the cell range elasticity,is more representative of the performance perceived by a cell edge user,
when compared to the traditionally adopted margins that account for signal variations only. This is primarily true because the cell
elasticity captures the aggregate effect of fluctuations ofall channels affecting this user. Accordingly, the width ofthis hem can
rightly be used in parameter settings, thus reducing the need for costly post network deployment optimisation.
B. Inter-site distance effect
The statistical cell range distribution is derived based ona predefined ISD, which is the presumed distance between two radi
sites. The presumed cell range is calculated by dividing thepresumed ISD by
√
3 (assuming hexagonal cells). The CDF of the
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cell range, as an outcome of statistical dimensioning, indicates the probability of actually having a cell range less than or equal to
the pre-selected value in a real cell. This probability, effectively reflects the outage probability of users at the celledge. It should
be noted that, in the context of LTE, an outage probability does not necessarily imply that the user would be out of coverage,
nevertheless its achieved SINR, hence throughput, would deteriorate. In this section we study the relation between thepresumed
cell range, the resulting statistical cell range distribution, and the cell edge outage probability.
In Figure 10 (Left), the cell range CDF’s under four different settings of ISD are drawn. Looking at the CDF curve corresponding
to ISD=1.3km or 0.75km presumed cell range, we find that the statistical cell range varies, and its probability of being equal to
or higher than 0.75km (the presumed cell range) is about 70% (i.e., cell edge outage probability 30%). This probability reduces
though to 5% (i.e., cell edge outage probability 95%) when the ISD increases to 1.4km, as indicated by the probability of the
effective cell range being equal to or higher than 0.8km (corresponding presumed cell range). It is, thus, of major importance to
tune the ISD to the statistical cell range and, consequently, find the most adequate distance between radio sites that would reduce
the performance degradation at cell borders. The importance is further amplified, in the case of LTE, since a mere 100 meters
increase in the ISD would degrade the cell edge performance below acceptable levels.
C. Transmit power effect
Next, we explore the trade-off between total transmit power(P ′ in Table II), which is identically set in serving and neighbouring
cells, and the statistical cell range. Increasing the transmit power of the wanted signal, naturally, boosts the received signal; however,
the effect of increasing the transmit power of interfering neighbours, simultaneously, leads to a counter effect that needs to be
analysed. The analysis is conducted under two scenarios: macro-cell (cell range of 1km) and small cell (cell range of 0.5km).
Firstly, an ISD of 1.732km (cell range of 1km) is fixed for three loads in neighbouring interfering cells (η): 10%, 50%, and
100% (Figure 11). For each of the scenarios, different totaltransmit power settings are considered and the resulting cell range
distributions derived. First, analysing the effect of cellload on the cell range for three total transmit power settings: 31.8W, 39.8W,
and 47.8W, in Figure 11 (a) and (b), it can be seen that higher cell loads reduce the impact of additional power on the cell range.
Increasing the power from 31.8W to 47.8W enhances the cell range by 131m in the 10% cell load scenario and only 113m in the
100% cell scenario. This indicates that, higher cell loads result in higher ICI, which takes a leading role as an interfernce source
in the SINR ratio, thus bringing it closer to signal to interference ratio (SIR). On the other hand, lower cell loads result in reduced
ICI, leaving the thermal noise as the leading source on interfer nce and bringing the SINR closer SNR. In Figure 11 (c), transmit
power is increased to the point where, further augmentations have no effect on the cell range (case of 200W and 250W).
A case study on small cells deployment (ISD=0.866km) is thenpresented. In this case, the effect of transmit power is visible
with a realistic transmit power range of20dBm to 40dBm. Firstly, the effect of total transmit power on SNR/SINRaverage values
is shown in Figure 12(a). As expected, SNR improves linearlywith increased power, however SINR initially improves until it
reaches saturation where the effect of ICI becomes much moreimportant than thermal noise and SINR approaches SIR. In the
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(a) Cell load 10%.




















(b) Cell load 50%.





















(c) Cell load 100%.
Fig. 11. Cell range distribution as a function of cell load and total transmit power. Cell load set to 10% (a), cell load setto 50% (b), and cell load set to 100% (c).


























(a) SNR, SIR, or SINR as function of total transmit power.























(b) MAPL as function of total transmit power.


















(c) Cell range as function of total transmit power.
Fig. 12. Effect of total transmit power on SNR, SINR, MAPL andcell range in a small cell scenario.
case of SIR, the power cancels out from numerator and denominator thus increasing power has no effect at all. Next, the effct of
the total transmit power on the average MAPL and cell range isshown in Figures 12(b) and (c), respectively. Clearly, increasing
the power beyond30dBm has minimal gain on the cell range which approaches saturation after this inflection point, following the
behaviour of SINR.
This relation between total transmit power (P ′), capacity (η), quality (SINR), and coverage (cell range) is key to planning small
cells. Small cells are a prime enabler to future cellular generations, owing to their improved area spectral efficiency.Due to their
limited geographical footprint, small cells’ design has a wide range of solutions varying from noise limited (when SINRis closer to
SNR) to interference limited (when SINR is closer to SIR), thus it is very useful to find an efficient power setting that maximises
the cell range with minimum ICI.
V. I TERATIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LTE DIMENSIONING
In Section III we have described the statistical approach for interference modelling in an LTE network which lead to the
derivation of statistical distributions of key dimensioning entities, namely, SINR, interference degradation, maxium allowed path
loss and cell range. The causal relations between capacity,coverage and quality that have been drawn, highlight the need for
accurate considerations of capacity demand in the link budget analysis, and uncover severe performance degradation that may result
from pragmatic assumptions. Thus, the RND process cannot besolv d solely with the LBA; issues, such as capacity and coverage
balancing, require recursive link budget analysis to coordinate among conflicting requirements. Accordingly, an itera ive approach is
needed to yield a tuned downlink design in ISD selection and network parameter selection, as detailed in Section V-A. Nonetheless,
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a complete RND exercise should find the balance between the downlink design and the uplink design; otherwise, it would result
in coverage gaps as explained in Section V-B.
A. Iterative downlink dimensioning
In this section, we highlight the importance of iterative link budget analysis using the algorithm shown in Figure 13. The process
starts by setting input parameters that are deterministic and user defined. A cell loadηA (typically 50%) is assumed and a pragmatic
interference degradation margin is associated with it (typically 3dB). Then, the traditional link budget (see Table II) is used to find
an approximate corresponding cell rangerA. Then, the inner loop is initiated which attempts to find the best ISD that would provide
the required ECP (ECPtarget). This is done using the SLBA, to derive the cell range distribution, and consequently, calculate the
safe cell rangerS that satisfies the ECP and its corresponding ISD. Using SLBA to find the cell range distribution, through one
iteration only, is not guaranteed to yield the required ECP;it is the case of whenrS is less thanrA. On the other hand, ifrS is
greater thanrA, the design would be pessimistic, leading to over-dimensioning at a redundant extra cost.
When the difference betweenrA and rS is below a user defined target∆R, the inner loop reaches convergence, upon which
the capacity analysis is initiated. Through the capacity analysis, the cell load based on the cell rangerS is obtained, denoted as
ηC . If the difference between the assumed cell loadηA and the capacity cell loadηC is within the user defined error margin∆L,
then the outer loop has converged. Otherwise, it will iteratuntil the convergence target is reached, by modifying the assumed
cell load each time. It should be noted that for each iteration of outer loop, the inner loop reiterates until convergence. Moreover,
there is a user defined upper limit on the number of iterationsper inner loop and per outer loop which would halt the processeven
if there is no convergence. Furthermore, additional constraints govern the process such as minimum and maximum permissible
cell load. If the network is lightly loaded, the minimum cellload will be used even ifηA > ηC . However, if ηC is higher than
the maximum allowed, the transmit power of the base station will be attenuated to limit the coverage, and meet the balancewith
capacity requirements.
The cell range that results from this iterative process is tuned to the network conditions defined in the input parametersand the
design targets. The cell edge user would have a probability of receiving the target SINR equal to the edge coverage probability;
not more nor less (see Figure 8).
B. Uplink dimensioning and balancing with downlink
A complete RND exercise should consider the uplink direction, n addition to the downlink, and find a balance between them. A
cell that reaches a larger radius on the downlink compared tothe uplink, or vice-versa, is considered unbalanced, and would result
in undesirable performance. Figure 14 (Left) shows a network design based on downlink LBA but not matched by the uplink; the
users in the dashed area have good reception from the servingcell but fail to establish uplink connections. Figure 14 (Right) shows
the opposite case, in which users in the dashed area do not receive a signal from the serving cell, although their uplink signal
would have been well received. The dashed area in both cases is considered a coverage gap and should be avoided in network
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Fig. 13. SLBA-based process for LTE dimensioning. The outerloop finds the balance between the assumed cell loadηA and capacity cell loadηC . The inner loop
finds the best inter-site distance that achieves an edge coverage probability (ECP) close to the target ECP (ECPtarget).
Downlink 
Uplink 
Fig. 14. The diagram on the left side shows a cell with better downlink coverage than the uplink. In this case the shaded area has good downlink reception but
weak coverage. The right diagram shows a cell with better uplink coverage than downlink.
dimensioning and planning. Hence, it is essential to balance the uplink and downlink cell range in the dimensioning process. An
uplink RND (i.e., iterative LBA) should be performed in parallel with the downlink RND, and the limiting link would be identified.
The tuned cell range dictated by the limiting link should be adopted in the inter-site distance calculation and the eNB count. If the
uplink cell range is limiting, the transmit power of the basestation should be tuned down in the LBA in order for the downlink
cell range to match the limiting uplink. On the other hand, ifthe downlink cell range in smaller, often the uplink LBA doesnot
require modifications since the uplink power control would automatically tune down the uplink transmit power to match the limiting
downlink cell range.
The uplink link budget is similar to the downlink shown in Table II with some differences as listed below:
• The total transmit power of a UE is lower than that of an eNB (e.g., 23dBm for class three UEs). The uplink budget should be
dimensioned in view of the lowest performing UE expected in the network, which conforms with the 3GPP standards (3GPP
TS 36.101).
• The transmit antenna gain is that of the UE and the receive antnna gain is that of the eNB (the inverse of the downlink
budget). Normally, the UE antenna gain is considered 0dBi inthe link budget.
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• The eNB receive noise figure is often lower (e.g., 4-5dB [6]),i.e., better than the UE. The power amplifiers used in UEs are
usually less performing than those in the eNBs, due to cost considerations; hence, UEs have higher noise figures.
• Interference degradation margin on the uplink is estimatedto be typically lower than the downlink [6]). The uplink interf rence
sources are active mobile UEs with low power and omnidirectional antennas; whereas the downlink interference sources are
neighbouring eNBs at fixed locations with high power and direct onal antennas.
Consider a central serving cell surrounded by many cells reuing the same spectrum. Users in neighbouring cells may reuse the
sub-channels allocated to a given user, and would cause interference to its uplink signal received at its serving cell. The uplink
interference sources are then users that roam in the network, hence their location cannot be predicted. Moreover, featur s, such
as fractional frequency reuse, inter-cell interference coordination, and scheduling, affect the level of interferenc generated by
neighbouring users, and need to be captured in the derivations. Tabassum et al. have thoroughly researched this topic and h ve
reached analytical modelling of the uplink inter-cell interference, taking into consideration composite fading and cell loading in the
modelling. The authors have modelled uplink interference with channel based scheduling [42], proportional fair scheduling [43],
with slow and fast power control mechanism [44], and with fractional frequency reuse [45], among other works.
Once the inter-cell interference is modelled, a similar stati tical link budget analysis to that in Section III should be developed.
Then the tuning between coverage and capacity constraints should be performed using an iterative method. The coverage design
is based on the LBA, which includes the interference degradation, and is affected by the cell load, i.e., the users’ distribu ion and
profile and the scheduling algorithm. The capacity design takes as an input the cell range, and compares the generated throughput
to the cell’s capacity, based on the user’s distribution andprofile and the scheduling algorithm, to yield the effectivecell load. Once
the uplink RND is completed and tuned, it is compared to the downlink results; the limiting link would be the one that result in
a smaller cell range and the other would be adjusted to match it.
VI. PRE-DEPLOYMENT RADIO NETWORK PLANNING : A CASE STUDY
In this section, we discuss how the two main steps in the pre-deployment phase of network planning can be combined (see
Figure 1). This is done in a case study format, in which two approaches are considered for RND: the traditional RND and the
SLBA-based RND. Next, the tool-based planning phase is undertak n, by feeding RND results to a network planning tool. Such a
tool, supported by a digital terrain map, is capable of computing realistic propagation losses based on actual terrain elevation and
clutter classification (refer to Figure 2). Also, the tool allows realistic representation of users and traffic, hence, it is used to generate
realistic coverage and quality plots and outage statistics. The error margin between the RND and tool-based results is asessed
for both approaches, as well as the gap between the QoS results obtained from the tool-based simulations and the pre-defined
requirements.
There are various network planning tools in the market with similar features and capabilities such as Atoll by Forsk [46], Asset
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open in urban 
(b) Clutter classification Ras Beirut.
Fig. 15. Area of Ras Beirut considered in the case study. Leftside figure shows the heights in meters and the red line definesthe focus area; the right side figure
shows the clutter types.
by TEOCO [47], and Mentum Planet by InfoVista [48]. Mentum Planet 5.5.0.352 LTE FDD (frequency division duplex) is used
in this case study. The tool is used together with a 20m resolution digital terrain map of greater Beirut and the focus areais
selected to be Ras Beirut as shown in Figure 15. The tool computes propagation loss based on a digital terrain map and takes
into consideration terrain height to analyse diffraction lsses and uses clutter classification to adjust propagationlosses according
to additional clutter absorption loss.
The selected area is relatively flat, as shown in Figure 15(a), and covers a diverse range of varied clutter types ranging from core
urban to suburban and forests (see Figure 15(b)). In a real lif application, each clutter type would have a representative bsorption
loss (identified through field measurements) which would bias the propagation loss computation. In this case study, however, all
clutter classes are assumed to have zero additional absorption loss, consequently propagation loss is mainly a factor of distance
and terrain curvature. Clutter classification is also oftenused to gear the subscriber distribution and respective cellular network
usage accordingly. For instance, it is normal to assume higher subscriber density in dense urban areas compared to villages; also
it may be assumed that subscribers in industrial areas have high r usage to cellular services. However, in the case studypresented,
a uniform subscriber distribution is assumed throughout the area.
A. Analytical radio network dimensioning
To conduct the analytical RND exercise, the traditional andSLBA-based approaches are used, respectively, in SectionsVI-A.1
and VI-A.2 to find the minimum number of eNBs needed to meet thepre-defined requirements. The RND parameters listed in
Table II are adopted in both cases with other parameters as define in Table III. The QoS parameters are the required SINR atthe
cell edge (γtarget) and the fading margin (Mf ) which corresponds to the edge coverage probability.γtarget is defined based on link
level simulations and depends on cell edge data rate requirement, but also on bit error rate or block error rate constrains, which are
QoS related. In this case study, a typical value ofγ̆target = −2.1dB is considered, corresponding to low spectral efficiency.M̆f , on
the other hand, is defined using the log-normal distributionas described in Section II and, in this case study, 72.5% edgecov rage
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probability is required with a log-normal large scale fading standard deviation equal to8.5dB. Using Reudink’s relation between
area and coverage probabilities [29], together with the propagation exponent in Table III, the target area coverage probability in this
case is 88.2%. Capacity parameters listed in Table III have been introduced in Section IV, and the main propagation parameters
are explained in Section II. The radio site area coefficient is a geometry-based coefficient, used in cellular network planning, to
compute the area covered by a site knowing the range of one of its sectors assuming the shape of a sector is a hexagon and the
range is its diameter. In the case of a three-sectored site the site area coefficient is1.95.
TABLE III
RND CASE STUDY NETWORK PARAMETERS.
Capacity Parameters Unit Value
Subscriber density sub/km2 550
Sector capacity Mbps 35
Subscriber usage kbps 50
Propagation Parameters Unit Value
Propagation exponent dB/decade 35.2
Propagation constant dB -137
Site area coefficient 1.95
1) Traditional LTE dimensioning:In the traditional RND, a fading margin̆Mf = 5 dB is used. The interference degradation is
often accounted for through a power margin̆Mµ, typically 1-4dB;M̆µ =2dB is selected for this case study which is suitable for
an urban environment. The major weakness of the traditionalapproach is the lack of analytical method to associate a given cell
load with the appropriateM̆µ; often a conservative value is adopted. Having defined all parameters, the link budget can be thus
calculated and the dimensioning results are obtained as listed n Table II. The area covered by one radio site is1.95 · R2, where
R = 0.931km, resulting in1.8km2 per eNB. The target area being70km2, requires⌈70/1.8⌉ = 39 eNBs.
2) SLBA-based dimensioning:The same design assumptions and targets adopted in Section VI-A.1 are reused except for the
interference degradation which is statistically estimated using the SLBA approach. Additional calibration parameters are listed in
Table IV. The accepted error on cell range is∆R which represents the maximum acceptable difference between the assumed cell
range (rA) and the safe cell range (rS) (refer to Figure 13). As explained in Section V, the safe cell range is derived from the
cell range distribution for a given edge coverage probability. The accepted error on cell load is∆L, also shown in Figure 13. This
represents the acceptable difference between the assumed cell load,ηA, and the capacity cell load,ηC , deduced from the resulting
safe cell range and corresponding cell coverage area. The attenu ion step is only used in case of capacity limited designs, identified
by a capacity cell load higher than the allowed maximum. In these scenarios, the downlink power is attenuated in steps to reduce
the coverage and meet the capacity constraints. The attenuaio step defines the amount of attenuation used in every iteration.
SLBA-based dimensioning results are summarized in Table V,which shows a larger tuned cell range and fewer eNBs compared
to the traditional approach results in Section VI-A.1. It can lso be seen that the resulting design is coverage limited snce no
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attenuation is required. The actual cell edge probability is an outcome of the SLBA-based algorithm and, is deduced fromthe tuned
cell range distribution; it is the probability of the cell range being equal or greater than the tuned cell range (1.026km).
TABLE IV
SLBA-BASEDRND: ADDITIONAL CALIBRATION PARAMETERS .
Calibration parameters Unit Value
Accepted error on cell range,∆R (Inner loop) m 10
Accepted error on cell load,∆L (Outer loop) % 1




Number of iterations total 10
Run time sec 41.7
Tuned cell range km 1.026
Cell load % 54.75
Actual edge coverage probability % 73
Required attenuation dB 0
Number of required eNB eNB 32
B. Tool-based radio network planning
The second level of network planning consists of using the outcome of the first step (i.e., RND), and adding another layer of
complexity such as actual terrain and realistic maps. Thus te outcome would be closer to real propagation and capacity demand
in the given area. Consequently, the dimensioning results ob ained in Sections VI-A.1 and VI-A.2 are used as an input to the
automatic cell planning (ACP) tool. The ACP automatically generates identical and equidistant radio sites to fill up a user defined
area based on the cell range obtained.
LTE analysis of both scenarios is conducted in the ACP tool and the results are compared. For each scenario, two coverage
plots are generated: downlink SINR and downlink coverage. The downlink SINR plot represents the average downlink SINR per
pixel, taking into account the received signal strength with power control, the thermal noise, and ICI. The downlink coverage is a
binary plot, which gives a dark blue colour if at least one of the defined LTE modulation and coding schemes (MCS) is achievabl ,
according to the downlink SINR.
Furthermore, capacity analysis is performed in the commercial tool using Monte Carlo simulations for each of the two scenarios.
Monte Carlo simulations take as an input the coverage maps created, in addition to user defined subscriber and traffic maps.
Accordingly, several iterations are run and, in each iteration, subscribers are spread randomly using Poisson distribution and
densities defined in the traffic maps. For each subscriber, ineach iteration, the possibility of a connection is assessedand in case
of failure, the reason is identified. Iterations are repeated until the results converge to a user defined target. Thus, Monte Carlo
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(a) SINR: Traditional scenario. (b) SINR: SLBA-based scenario. (c) Downlink coverage: Traditional scenario. (d) Downlink coverage: SLBA-based
scenario.
Fig. 16. Plots (a) and (b) show the SINR (dB) plots for the tradi ional and SLBA-based scenarios, respectively, while indicating the radio site locations. Plots (c)
and (d) show the downlink coverage plots from each scenario.The dark blue indicates coverage, i.e., at least one of the list d MCS is achievable according to the
downlink SINR; otherwise the pixel is considered not covered and is marked with light blue colour.
simulations result in blocking probability, i.e., percentage of successful connections, and cell load per cell. This is clearly a QoS
key indicator of performance perceived by the users.
1) Commercial tool results for traditional dimensioning:The ACP procedure, using traditional RND output, results in30 eNBs
and the corresponding coverage plots are shown in Figures 16(a) and (c) for downlink SINR and downlink coverage, respectiv ly.
Moreover, the downlink coverage results are summarised in Table VI. It is worth noting that the ACP tool results in nine less
sites compared to the RND results in Section VI-A.1. There are th ee main reasons for this discrepancy: the approximation taken
in the area coefficient, the form of the focus area, and the terrain elevation. In RND, a cell is approximated with a hexagonand
the area covered by a cell is computed using the area coefficient; in ACP however, the shape of the cell coverage depends on the
terrain, clutter and antenna pattern. Also, in the RND exercis , it is assumed that the target area is composed of hexagons with
identical dimensions for all cells, i.e., all cells are completely contained in the target area, and no part of that area is left uncovered.
In ACP however, the user defined target area does not comply with RND assumptions and, thus, some parts of the area are not
well covered. In a realistic radio network planning exercise, the ACP results are further optimised to insure that the targe area is
completely covered adequately.
The area coverage probability obtained is 94% (Table VI) which is higher than the target value of 88.2%. The cell load results
from the Monte Carlo simulations are listed in Table VII and success rate results are listed in Table VIII. The average downlink
cell load is 40.85% and the success rate is 91.1%.
TABLE VI
TOOL DOWNLINK COVERAGE RESULTS.
Traditional SLBA-based
Covered area (km2) 62.4 59.7
Total area (km2) 66.4 66.4
Area coverage probability 94.0% 89.9%
2) Commercial tool results for SLBA-based dimensioning:The ACP procedure, using SLBA-based RND output, results in
22 eNBs and the corresponding coverage plots are shown in Figures 16(b) and (d) for downlink SINR and downlink coverage,
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TABLE VII
TOOL DOWNLINK CELL LOAD RESULTS.
Downlink cell load Number of cells Number of cells
ηx Traditional SLBA-based
ηx < 30% 17 8
30% ≤ ηx < 40% 20 5
40% ≤ ηx < 50% 34 12












TOOL MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS.
Monte Carlo results Traditional SLBA-based
Number of subscribers spread 3558 3576
Number of successes 3270 2945
Percentage success 91.1% 82.4%
respectively. The downlink coverage results are summarised in Table VI. In this scenario as well, the ACP tool results inte less
eNBs compared to the RND results in Section VI-A.2 for the same reasons discussed above.
The area coverage probability obtained is 89.9% (Table VI) which is very close to the target value of 88.2%. The cell load results
from the Monte Carlo simulations are listed in Table VII and success rate results in Table VIII. Results from the traditional scenario
show better coverage performance since about 91.1% of the users have the required coverage performance, but also incurshigher
number of eNBs and unnecessary higher capital and operational expenditure. From a dimensioning point of view, the SLBA-based
RND gives better performance since the results obtained areclos r to the design target, thus, provides an economical solution that
matches the deployment targets. Moreover, an average cell load is computed in Table VII which is the sum of the loads of all
cells (90 in the traditional case and 66 in the SLBA-based case) divided by the total number of cells. It is interesting to note that
the average downlink cell load resulting from the radio network planning, related to the SLBA-based RND, is 53.1% (TableVII)
which is very close to 54.75%, as calculated in the SLBA-based RND (Table V). This is a good indication that capacity estimation
in the SLBA-based RND is accurate for the considered scenario.
The SLBA-based dimensioning resulted in a network performance closer to the targets set; whereas the traditional approch
resulted in36% unnecessary additional eNBs, and incurred additional CapEX and OpEX. This is a clear indication to the importance
of a suitable LTE RND, that is capable of capturing the intrinsic effects of the technology in an analytical and fast method. Accurate
dimensioning results are vital to correct network deployment business modelling; it reduces business risks and advances the industry
party ahead of competition. In addition, LTE RND helps cellular operators in deciding on reusable radio sites, additional radio sites,
parameter setting, and network features. More importantly, it allows operators to make these decisions without disturbing network
operation, hence sustaining quality of service and users sati faction.
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VII. L ESSONSLEARNED AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
In this tutorial, we have followed the progress of radio network dimensioning from the target definition phase to the tool-based
radio network planning phase. In every step, relevant concepts and derivations are presented with practical examples to provide a
full understanding of the purpose, background, input, output and variations of the step. A statistical link budget analysis approach
is described and applied to an LTE network model for sensitivity analysis. The study reveals LTE-specific characteristics that help
understand the implication of different parameter settings and capture them in the dimensioning process. One such behaviour is
the trade-off between cell loading and cell range distribution, framed as cell breathing and elasticity. Similarly, the impact of inter-
site distance on cell edge coverage probability is captured, showing the delicate nature of LTE whereby a 100 meters difference
degrades the edge user’s quality drastically. The effect ofpower setting is also studied, with focus on a small cell scenario, showing
an inflection point in the power curve that would provide the required SINR, and beyond which increasing the power becomes
redundant. Consequently, the results from the sensitivityanalysis lead the way towards presenting an iterative RND approach,
based on statistical link budget analysis, to enable balancing conflicting constraints of coverage, capacity, and quality. A case study,
comparing the statistical RND approach to the traditional RND, is presented, highlighting the risks of pragmatic assumptions (36%
increase in CapEX and OpEX) and incentivising more researchin t e development of advanced LTE RND approaches.
But the fifth generation (5G) of cellular systems is being defined today and is expected to launch in 2020; it is partly an evolution
of advanced 4G features, e.g., carrier aggregation, but also includes key novel disruptive technologies, as describedn [49]. 5G
design would have direct impact on RND procedures in which various features need to be accurately captured; in this section we
address key 5G features and corresponding potential RND solutions. Heterogeneous networks (HetNets), presented in Section VII-A,
are a prime 5G enabler. HetNets are basically an evolution ofexisting multi-layered networks with the inclusion of revolutionary
technologies such as millimeter-wave (mmWave) radio access and massive MIMO, for instance. Cloud-RAN is another disruptive 5G
technology, that is often considered with control/user plane split architecture, discussed in Section VII-B. The interaction between
the backhaul/fronthaul and the RAN is becoming very tight toa point where a joint RAN and backhaul design and operation are
required; this is explained in Section VII-C. Section VII-D, explores the impact of device-to-device (D2D) communication, including
the role of smart devices such as mesh networking and caching. Machine to machine (M2M) communication is an essential part
of 5G, and the network is expected to provision diverse servic s to a large spectrum of devices and applications, with different
capabilities and requirements; all of that needs to be done in an efficient manner to cater for the one thousand fold of connected
devices; the M2M RND problematic is presented in Section VII-E.
A. Heterogeneous networks with multiple radio access technologies
The concept of heterogeneous networks has been used in earlygenerations of cellular networks under different names such
as macro or umbrella layer/micro layer, or overlay/underlay cells, but has recently attracted a lot of attention in the advent of
5G [50], [51], [52]. In their new form, heterogeneous networks are composed of macro-cells, small cells, femto-cells, and WiFi
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access points for traffic offloading, among other types of access points. Small cells are characterised by low transmit power,
restricted coverage range, and dense deployment. Femto-cells are mostly indoor in residential and sometimes businessenvironments,
nevertheless their location is outside the control of the oprator. The aim of heterogeneous networks is to push the traffic towards the
smaller cells since they provide higher spectral efficiencydue to their restricted coverage. Therefore, advanced featur s, such as cell
range extension (CRE) and ABS, are included in release 10 to make small cells attractive to users [53] [54]. CRE essentially biases
users to camping on small cells although the signal from the macro-cell might be higher; macro-cells use ABS on frames alloc ted
to small cell edge users to reduce their interference. Such features will certainly affect capacity dimensioning, since some resources
are unavailable to macro-cells, but are reused multiple tims within their coverage areas through transmission over covered small
cells. The implementation of these features is tightly related to the scheduling schemes and other radio access algorithms, which may
be implementation dependent. One major challenge in heterogeneous networks, is capturing the inter-layer interference i different
deployment scenarios. Authors in [55] propose an interference modelling in a multi-tier cell deployment, for the uplink i terference,
which can be used as an initial step towards HetNet capacity and coverage dimensioning. In [56], the authors present a survey of the
usage of stochastic geometry in the modelling, analysis, and design of HetNets and cognitive networks. Indeed, stochastic geometry
is a promising mathematical technique able to provide a rigorous analytical approach for estimating inter-layer interference, SINR,
and cell outages. Discussing the issue of load balancing in HetNet deployment, the authors in [57] compare the usage of stochastic
geometry to other methods (e.g., game theory) to maximise the system throughput by optimising the load balancing between small
cells and macro-cells. These works certainly promote to utilisa on of stochastic geometry in order to address major challenges
such as modelling inter-layer ICI while accounting for small and large scale fading without approximations and withoutneglecting
thermal noise. Such an analytical modelling of inter-layerICI can then be used to derive expressions for RND related metrics such
as interference margin and cell range.
Moreover, new access technologies are considered for smallcells, and new spectrum bands are being explored based on millimeter
waves (mmWave). Naturally, waves with smaller wavelength face more propagation challenges when used as cellular radioaccess;
the spectrum in this range is however abundant and at low cost, if any. Nevertheless, knowing that the radio coverage of small cells
is often limited to very small distances, in addition to the emergence of new technologies, such as 3D beamforming and massive
MIMO from multi-element antenna arrays, small cells offer apl usible application for mmWave as radio access technology. Authors
in [58] present a propagation modelling of mmWave radio access, an initial step in radio network dimensioning. Understanding
propagation characteristic in these frequencies enables estimations of inter-cell interference and coverage ranges. Accordingly, the
LBA should be modified according to these propagation characte istics for coverage dimensioning, and the capacity dimensioning
should reflect the tighter reuse of the spectrum. Authors in [59], [60] propose a coverage and capacity analysis of mmWavecellular
systems and mmWave Ad Hoc systems, respectively. In [59], they s ow that mmWave coverage may be comparable to microwave
coverage, resulting in higher rate performance in view of the wider mmWave available bandwidth. Stochastic geometry isemployed
in [60] to characterize the coverage probability of a mmWaveAd Hoc network, which is found to exceed the area spectral effici ncy
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of lower frequency traditional Ad Hoc networks.
Small cells may have a cell range as small as ten meters, and hundreds of small cells are expected per square kilometer, in very
dense areas [51]. Accordingly, roaming users would cross cell borders very often, thus, generating a crippling signalli g load from
cell reselection procedures and handovers. The concept of soft or phantom cell was introduced in LTE release 12, consisti g of
splitting the user and control planes. In this architecture, mobility is managed by the anchor cell (often the macro-cell) and the
small cell is primarily used for data offloading. Consequently, handover and cell reselection are only triggered when users cross
anchor cell borders, reducing the signalling loads significantly. Soft cells bring a new edge to the RND, because data signal and
control channel signals are uncorrelated and need to be dimens oned separately to yield a balanced design. Firstly, traffic modelling
needs to be re-assessed under the data/signalling planes split, because the traffic generated by one user will be distributed over the
two layers, and perhaps additional control information would be required to manage the split. Consequently, capacity dimensioning
should reflect the new traffic model on both data and signalling ayers, knowing that a signalling cell covers more users than a data
cell, but less traffic per user. From a coverage point of view,a user is considered covered if both the data and signalling channels
are available, since an outage on any channel would result inan i terrupted communication. Moreover, the radio access tchnology
on each layer may be different, as well as the SINR target on each channel. On the other hand, both layers may be sharing the
same spectrum, in this case inter-layer interference should be modelled based on the related traffic model. Otherwise, parallel
LBAs should be conducted for each layer, where each captureshe radio access technology specifics, propagation characteristics
and supported service characteristics. Authors in [61] model the cell outage probability in heterogeneous networks with soft cells,
and propose a cell outage management framework. Such an analysis may be the starting point of comprehensive heterogeneous
network RND, with soft cells, whereby the network dimensionare re-adjusted until the outage targets on both layers aremet.
Another related work looks at evaluating different deployment strategies (macro densification and small cells densification) in
different types of cities [62]. Their method is based on well-known propagation models and evaluation methods, combining them to
allow higher flexibility and improved accuracy, thus suitable for heterogeneous networks. Effectively, dimensioningheterogeneous
networks, is not simply finding the radio site count of both macro and small cells separately; it also concerns finding the optimum
split between both layers in such a way that network performance targets are met in a balanced way and at a minimum cost.
1) HetNet extended RND:Considering a HetNet system which consists ofM macro-cells, andF femto-cells (or small cells), it
is possible to extend the downlink RND approach described inthis paper to incorporate the different network layers. Femto-cells
are specially challenging because they are often deployed bthe subscribers, thus their location is not decided by the cellular
operator. Furthermore, femto-cells may be open access, i.e., may serve any subscriber, or may be closed-access in whichcase they
are privately owned and corresponding capacity is exclusive to the owner. Moreover, the spectrum distribution among the different
layers may be done in many ways, where the two extremes are: orthogonal versus unified spectrum allocation. In the former,the
spectrum is segregated with an exclusive part of the spectrum allocated to the macro-cell and another to the femto-cell layer; the
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bandwidth allocated to each may be, however, dynamically optimised. Whereas, in the unified spectrum, the spectrum is shared
among all cells from all types; intelligent ICIC techniquesneed to be then used to control interference. The main advantage of
the orthogonal spectrum allocation is that interference lev ls are kept at a minimum level, on the other hand, the unifiedspectrum
allocation offers better utilisation of the spectrum.
The first milestone in RND is the evaluation and modelling of the interference levels in the network, as we did in (10). However,
mutli-layer networks suffer from two types of interference: inter-layer interference (Iinter) and intra-layer interference (Iintra). The
first is incurred from macro to femto-cell users or femto to macro-cell users; the other is macro to macro or femto to femto [63].
Thus, the interference modelling becomes more complex; we consider the two extreme spectrum allocation schemes, assuming
open access femto-cells in both cases. The downlink interference is measured at the user’s location, over the required sub-channel,
and is the cumulative received signal strength, excluding the desired signal. There are two types of users is this case, those served
by the macro-cells (MU’s) and those served by the femto-cells (FU’s); the corresponding measured interference levels by each type
are shown below, whereIMU is the interference seen by a macro-cell user andIFU is that seen by a femto-cell user.


















where,Sx,u is the received signal strength of the signal transmitted from cell x and received by useru, based on (2), ands
indicates the serving cell index. The unified spectrum allocti n incurs inter-layer interference that depends on the scheduling
and ICIC mechanism in place; the general downlink interference can be expressed as above (33)-(34). In an orthogonal spectrum
allocation scenario, cells in different layers do not re-usthe same sub-channel, hence the corresponding received signal trength
is nil, hence, theIintra is also nil, as shown in (35)-(36) below.










Without loss of generality, downlink interference can thusbe expressed as a summation of different downlink received signal
strengths. Each of these signals has a fading component thatis a random variable which follows known statistical distributions
such as, Rayleigh or gamma distributions, hence the PDF of each received signal can be expressed as in (11) or (24), respectively.
Mathematical techniques, such as the MGF approach, can thenbe used to find the PDF of the summation of random variables,
as was done in the case of Rayleigh fading in (18), and for composite fading (modelled as a gamma distribution) in (26).
As an alternative, stochastic geometry based methods can also be used to derive statistical models for the various interfer nce




M (µ) of each of the macro-cell and the femto-cell layers, respectively, can be derived using the relation
in (21). Similarly, the statistical distributions of the MAPL and the cell range can be derived using the relations in (30) and (32),
respectively. Given closed forms of the cell ranges distribu ions are found, it is then possible to conduct a detailed RND performance
analysis for HetNets, and trigger an iterative process for dimensioning of the multi-layered network (e.g., by extending the iterative
approach described in Figure 13), and trigger the iterativeprocess to perform the dimensioning process of the multi-layered network.
B. Cloud-RAN
Cloudor centralRAN, C-RAN, is another prime enabler to 5G networks. The concept is based on splitting the eNB functions and
redistributing them between the RAN and the access point itself. The fully centralised RAN consists of migrating most functions
toward the RAN and only leaving the radio frequency (RF) and aalog-to-digital capabilities at the access point, otherwise referred
to as remote RF head (RRH) as shown in Figure 17. The advantages of such an architecture are manyfold, related to reductionis
cost and complexity of deployment and operation in additiono increase in efficiency of resource utilisation. These stem from the
fact that lower complexity access points are lower cost and requi e less maintenance, and the centralised functions imply pooling
of resources, such as the base band unit (BBU), hence, higherefficiency in usage (see Figure 17). The ”C” in C-RAN also refes to
cooperativesince it enables ease of implementation of advanced features hat require inter-cell cooperation (e.g., ICIC and CoMP).
Moreover, the centralised processing and inter-cell cooperation are exploited for green operation objectives, and reduc d carbon
footprints, thus the association of clean with the ”C”. Authors in [64] propose a user-centric virtual cell dimensioning, i which the
radius of the virtual cell (a dynamic group of RRHs) is analysed for best system throughput. Indeed, capacity dimensioning with
the C-RAN and pooled BBU differs greatly from the distributed RAN, in which the RND often addresses peak traffic per cell. The
RRHs, are a form of small cells, thus, have limited footprint; traffic variation in small areas fluctuates drastically between peak
highs and very low traffic. However, the dimensioning targethas shifted from being cell-centric to BBU pool-centric, consequently
increasing usage efficiency.
Nonetheless, the C-RAN architecture brings stringent capaity nd latency requirements (up to2.5Gbps [65] and as low as
150µsec [66], respectively) on the backhaul link between the RRHand the C-RAN, termed ”fronthaul”. Few current technologies
can match these requirements, such as direct fibre; however,the incurred cost and inconvenience of laying fibre to every RRH
renders the solution often infeasible. A fundamental change, inferred by the C-RAN architecture, is that there are no more clear
boundaries between backhaul and radio, since the fronthaulis a vital connection between the separated functions of thetraditional
eNB. Accordingly, the backhaul dimensioning becomes a fundamental part of the 5G RND, as explained in Section VII-C.
Similarly, the evolution towards 5G is blurring the boundaries between network nodes and terminals. 5G devices can act as
terminals, but also substitute for network nodes, such as rel ying between other terminals and the C-RAN (i.e., provisining the
fronthaul). Section VII-D describes the device-to-deviceparadigm and how it affects the radio network dimensioning.
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C-RAN 















Fig. 17. The C-RAN architecture is a 5G enabler and uses RRH for BBU pooling and relays for coverage extension. The link connecting RRHs and relays to the
BBU pool or donor cell, respectively, is called the fronthaul. Also, the C-RAN can co-exist with traditional cells.
C. Backhaul/fronthaul considerations
The backhaul, conventionally, refers to the connection betwe n the radio site and the core network, and is usually provided using
fibre or microwave links. In the advent of the C-RAN, and relatd stringent capacity and latency requirements, these solutions are
either not suitable, not available or too costly, which brings innovative replacements. The term backhaul, with C-RAN architecture,
refers to transport network comprising both the fronthaul and the traditional backhaul. Authors in [51] proposed a backh ul toolbox,
including legacy and innovative solutions, to suit different cellular deployments. One solution under investigationis using millimeter-
wave for connecting small cells to a transport hub, potentially the radio site [51]. Millimeter-wave offers wide spectrum at the cost
of fragile connectivity, where line of sight is required butmay be disturbed by pole swaying or rainfall. A measurement campaign
on mmWave propagation, as radio access and backhaul access,was conducted in New York City, showing 16% outage probability
for mmWave backhaul links [58]. Another discussed solutionis i -band backhaul; i.e., the LTE radio bandwidth in a macro-cell will
be shared between LTE users and backhaul connections to small cells. This solution is attractive since it does not require installing
new equipment, and propagation in this band is reliable, withou the need of line of sight; however it brings additional constraints
to the already crowded spectrum. Nonetheless, for most wireless (mmWave, in-band, or WiFi, etc.) or wired (e.g., fibre tothe node
with copper to the premise) fronthaul solutions, the relative capacity and latency depend on the length of the link. Accordingly, it
is essential to develop a fronthaul-aware RND, since the fronthaul may result in a network performance bottleneck otherwise. Self
organised capabilities are used, in [67], for capacity dimensioning of heterogeneous networks with in-band fronthaul. Small cells
use self-optimising techniques to adapt the resource allocation based on changing traffic scenarios, in order to maximise the system
capacity. In this case, backhauling affects both capacity and coverage dimensioning of heterogeneous networks by contributing
to the interference level and competing for the shared capacity. From a different perspective, authors in [68] analyse how the
backhaul delay affects the performance of heterogeneous networks, for different deployments using wired, in-band, and wireless
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backhauling. The paper demonstrates that network densification without backhaul considerations could deteriorate the performance
of the network due to high delays.
In fact, interworking and joint design of radio access and backh ul is considered a prime enabler to 5G networks, as promoted
by the JOIN group in [69]. The authors analyse the challengesof jointly designing the radio access and backhaul in a C-RAN
architecture. The challenges in the network layer concern user-cell association, which is no longer based on signal streng h, but takes
also into consideration issues such as backhaul constraint, e ergy efficiency, and load balancing. Authors from the same group
study the problem of joint resource allocation between backh ul and radio access links in time division multiplexing, and propose
a scheme that improves network performance significantly, specially with the usage of dynamic clustering for inter-cell interference
coordination [70]. Owing to the increasing need for joint radio and backhaul design, an appropriate future 5G heterogeneous network
RND exercise requires information related to backhaul capaity, latency, reliability and energy consumption for deciding on the
macro-cell and small cell count and relative parameters. Small cells will only absorb traffic if the fronthaul/backhaulis capable
of supporting it, thus their cell range is limited by the backhaul conditions, in addition to legacy considerations, e.g., radio access
coverage, capacity and quality .
D. Device-to-device (D2D) connectivity
Traditionally, users in a cellular network communicate with each other through pre-deployed network nodes; in 5G it is envisaged
that devices, served by the network, are able to communicateamong each other directly, thus acting as relays and potentially creating
a massive ad hoc mesh network [71]. Authors in [72] propose analgorithm that finds a D2D density and power allocation, based on
network conditions, to maximise the D2D achievable transmis ion capacity. This is typically a D2D dimensioning exercise, in which
the number of devices and associated power are found, in an out-band D2D commination scenario. In [73], D2D communication
is exploited from a proactive caching approach, whereby, influe tial users are identified, and used for caching popular files.
Consequently, D2D communication is used to transmit the data to other users, with good quality of experience, while avoiding
network congestion and alleviating backhaul requirements. This type of D2D usage, requires revisiting the traffic modelling to
incorporate the off-peak caching traffic on one hand, and thereduction of peak radio access traffic on the other hand, affecting both
coverage and capacity dimensioning. Accordingly, planning with D2D transforms RND of cellular networks to that of ad hoc mesh
networks, thus bringing many new challenges to the planningexercise. A major challenge is to model the D2D traffic, basedon
D2D usage (e.g., for caching, coverage extension, etc.) over diff rent radio access technologies (in-band for device to/from eNB and
in-band/out-band for D2D). This information is key to capacity and coverage dimensioning. Devices used as a relay can increase
the cell range predicted by the LBA; however, the location and capabilities of these devices need to be known for the coverage
dimensioning. In such a case, the link budget can be designedfor a lower SINR, assuming that devices with better SINR willre ay
to users at the cell edge. If D2D communication is in-band (i.e., reuses the same spectrum as the radio access), interference f om
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these links needs to be estimated and would affect both coverage and capacity dimensioning.
Devices may also be planned by operators at fixed locations thus forming fixed relays, a form of small cell deployment enabling
5G, used to increase the network capacity or extend the coverage as shown in Figure 17 [74]. The relay, thus, becomes a small
cell, and its link to the donor cell is the fronthaul, which iseither in-band, if the relay shares the bandwidth with donorcell
users, or out-band otherwise. Authors in [75] study the benefits of relays in three different scenarios: wired, in-band,and mmWave
fronthaul. Their results show that in-band fronthaul may result in negative gains, and promote the usage of mmWave for the
wireless fronthaul instead. Authors in [76] investigate planning relays to support traffic in 5G networks with carrier aggregation.
They perform a dimensioning exercise to determine the number of needed relays, and the number of wireless channels that should
be used by each relay to schedule data transmissions. Similar to unplanned D2D RND challenges, fixed relays require re-modelling
of traffic and D2D interference estimation based on D2D/fronthaul spectrum. Given this information, the coverage dimensioning
would incorporate relay-enabled extensions, and the capacity dimensioning would take into consideration sharing thesp ctrum with
the fronthaul and the D2D traffic model.
Full duplex (FD) is a promising technique for implementing in-band D2D communication. It enables a device to transmit
and receive simultaneously, thus, can potentially double the spectral efficiency in the physical layer. Authors in [77]analyse the
advantages of FD is heterogeneous networks by integrating FD radios in small cells and allowing D2D underlay communications
in parallel. However merits of FD can only be reaped with advanced self-interference cancellation techniques, as detailed in [78]
among other challenges such as: size of the device, channel estimation, and joint resource management across layers. FDhas
ignited intensive research, such as [79], in which authors lok at maximising the end-to-end performance by joint optimisation of
the power control and beamforming at the relay. Radio network dimensioning with FD is certainly challenging and requires focused
attention; authors in [80] propose an analytical analysis of the outage performance of coherent partial decode-forward relaying over
small scale fading channels in both half and full duplex transmissions. Outage performance is the first step in RND; the obj ctive
would be to adjust the network design (macro-cell and D2D count and corresponding parameters) to meet the outage targetsfor
both coverage and capacity.
E. Machine to machine (M2M) communication
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication refers to machinetype devices (MTC) that communicate among each other, or with
an application platform, through the cellular network. M2Mapplications are diverse and different; some are fixed locati ns, such
as sensors and security devices, others are mobile such as health d vices and fleet-tracking devices. Nonetheless, it isanticipated
that massive M2M deployment will create a landslide to cellular networks; a major factor necessitating network densificat on.
However, M2M communication requirements differ greatly from conventional human-to-human (H2H) communication. Theyare
mostly characterised by low data volume but bring stringentconstraints such as underground device location in the caseof mart
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(a) H2H only. (b) H2H with smart meters. (c) H2H with smart meters and fleet M2M. (d) Legend.
Fig. 18. SINR (dB) plot of downlink reference signal for the three considered scenarios, showing degradation when M2M services are introduced.
meters, or no tolerance to delay in case of security or medical systems, for example. It is possible that an RND design using the
approach proposed in this tutorial proves suitable for H2H users, but would fail to cover smart meters located in difficult areas, for
instance. With M2M requirements set as design targets in thecov rage and capacity analysis, the planning results will surely differ
from the traditional H2H planning approach. The challenge resides in reconciling between planning designs dictated byhuman
operated smart phones and those imposed by M2M devices.
Other challenges in network planning stem from the M2M deviccharacteristics. A recent study item [81] on low-cost and
enhanced coverage for MTC devices has been initiated with the purpose of facilitating the LTE/LTE-A usage of M2M commu-
nications from an economical perspective. Thus, in order toreduce the cost of machines, lower requirements are defined for the
transmit/receive capabilities of the devices. The study gives an insight to M2M device characteristics; pertinent parameters to radio
planning include: single receive antenna; reduced transmit power; limited energy storage capabilities; reduced peakd ta rate of
1Mbps; device noise figure9dB; reduced bandwidth with baseband data channel of1.4MHz; coverage enhancement of at least
15dB (using techniques such as antenna beamforming) basically to compensate for loss in coverage of low cost devices in restricted
coverage areas (such as underground smart meters).
It is certainly a challenge to capture this new dimension in the RND procedure, which may necessitate solving for severalstatistical
link budget analysis jointly to find a balanced design that mitigates H2H and D2D design requirements. A preliminary study was
undertaken, using commercial LTE cellular planning tool, thighlight the effect of M2M traffic on the network; it considers three
scenarios: H2H, H2H with smart meters, H2H with smart metersand fleet tracking M2M. Figure 18 shows the degradation of
downlink reference signal SINR upon the introduction of M2Mservices in the network. Figure 19 shows the uplink data SINR
severe deterioration when M2M services are enabled. H2H traffic is typically downlink heavy, however, M2M’s uplink traffic is
often dominant. For this reason, the uplink SINR is drastically ffected by M2M services, whereas, the downlink degradation is
more moderate. These results clearly highlight the need to acc unt for M2M considerations in both dimensioning and network
planning phases. Thus, it is essential to equip network operators with an M2M aware RND approach, since accounting for M2M
in early planning stages would certainly reduce costly post-deployment rectifications.
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(a) H2H only. (b) H2H with smart meters. (c) H2H with smart meters and fleet M2M. (d) Legend.
Fig. 19. SINR (dB) plot of uplink data channel for the three considered scenarios, showing severe degradation when M2M services are introduced.
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